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2. The licensing objectives 

Crime and disorder 

2.1 Licensing authorities should look to the police as the main source of advice on crime 

and disorder. They should also seek to involve the local Community Safety Partnership 

(CSP). 

2.2 In the exercise of their functions, licensing authorities should seek to co-operate with the 

Security Industry Authority (“SIA”) as far as possible and consider adding relevant 

conditions to licences where appropriate. The SIA also plays an important role in 

preventing crime and disorder by ensuring that door supervisors are properly licensed 

and, in partnership with police and other agencies, that security companies are not 

being used as fronts for serious and organised criminal activity. This may include 

making specific enquiries or visiting premises through intelligence led operations in 

conjunction with the police, local authorities and other partner agencies. Similarly, the 

provision of requirements for door supervision may be appropriate to ensure that people 

who are drunk, drug dealers or people carrying firearms do not enter the premises and 

ensuring that the police are kept informed. 

2.3 Conditions should be targeted on deterrence and preventing crime and disorder 

including the prevention of illegal working in licensed premises (see paragraph 10.10). 

For example, where there is good reason to suppose that disorder may take place, the 

presence of closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras both inside and immediately 

outside the premises can actively deter disorder, nuisance, anti-social behaviour and 

crime generally. Some licence holders may wish to have cameras on their premises for 

the prevention of crime directed against the business itself, its staff, or its customers. 

But any condition may require a broader approach, and it may be appropriate to ensure 

that the precise location of cameras is set out on plans to ensure that certain areas are 

properly covered and there is no subsequent dispute over the terms of the condition. 

2.4 The inclusion of radio links and ring-round phone systems should be considered an 

appropriate condition for public houses, bars and nightclubs operating in city and town 

centre leisure areas with a high density of licensed premises. These systems allow 

managers of licensed premises to communicate instantly with the police and facilitate a 

rapid response to any disorder which may be endangering the customers and staff on 

the premises. 

2.5 Conditions relating to the management competency of designated premises supervisors 

should not normally be attached to premises licences. It will normally be the 

responsibility of the premises licence holder as an employer, and not the licensing 

authority, to ensure that the managers appointed at the premises are competent and 

appropriately trained. The designated premises supervisor is the key person who will 

usually be responsible for the day to day management of the premises by the premises 

licence holder, including the prevention of disorder. A condition of this kind may only be 

justified as appropriate in rare circumstances where it can be demonstrated that, in the 

circumstances associated with particular premises, poor management competency 

could give rise to issues of crime and disorder and public safety. 
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2.6 The prevention of crime includes the prevention of immigration crime including the 

prevention of illegal working in licensed premises. Licensing authorities should work with 

Home Office Immigration Enforcement, as well as the police, in respect of these 

matters. Licence conditions that are considered appropriate for the prevention of illegal 

working in licensed premises might include requiring a premises licence holder to 

undertake right to work checks on all staff employed at the licensed premises or 

requiring that a copy of any document checked as part of a right to work check are 

retained at the licensed premises.  

Public safety 

2.7 Licence holders have a responsibility to ensure the safety of those using their premises, 

as a part of their duties under the 2003 Act. This concerns the safety of people using the 

relevant premises rather than public health which is addressed in other legislation. 

Physical safety includes the prevention of accidents and injuries and other immediate 

harms that can result from alcohol consumption such as unconsciousness or alcohol 

poisoning. Conditions relating to public safety may also promote the crime and disorder 

objective as noted above. There will of course be occasions when a public safety 

condition could incidentally benefit a person’s health more generally, but it should not be 

the purpose of the condition as this would be outside the licensing authority’s powers 

(be ultra vires) under the 2003 Act. Conditions should not be imposed on a premises 

licence or club premises certificate which relate to cleanliness or hygiene. 

2.8 A number of matters should be considered in relation to public safety. These may 

include: 

•  Fire safety; 

•  Ensuring appropriate access for emergency services such as ambulances; 

•  Good communication with local authorities and emergency services, for example 

communications networks with the police and signing up for local incident alerts (see 

paragraph 2.4 above); 

•  Ensuring the presence of trained first aiders on the premises and appropriate first aid 

kits; 

•  Ensuring the safety of people when leaving the premises (for example, through the 

provision of information on late-night transportation); 

•  Ensuring appropriate and frequent waste disposal, particularly of glass bottles; 

•  Ensuring appropriate limits on the maximum capacity of the premises (see 

paragraphs 2.12-2.13, and Chapter 10; and 

•  Considering the use of CCTV in and around the premises (as noted in paragraph 2.3 

above, this may also assist with promoting the crime and disorder objective). 

2.9 The measures that are appropriate to promote public safety will vary between premises 

and the matters listed above may not apply in all cases. As set out in Chapter 8 (8.38-

8.46), applicants should consider when making their application which steps it is 

appropriate to take to promote the public safety objective and demonstrate how they 

achieve that. 
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Ensuring safe departure of those using the premises 

2.10 Licence holders should make provision to ensure that premises users safely leave their 

premises. Measures that may assist include: 

•  Providing information on the premises of local taxi companies who can provide safe 

transportation home; and 

•  Ensuring adequate lighting outside the premises, particularly on paths leading to and 

from the premises and in car parks. 

Maintenance and repair 

2.11 Where there is a requirement in other legislation for premises open to the public or for 

employers to possess certificates attesting to the safety or satisfactory nature of certain 

equipment or fixtures on the premises, it would be inappropriate for a licensing condition 

to require possession of such a certificate. However, it would be permissible to require 

as a condition of a licence or certificate, if appropriate, checks on this equipment to be 

conducted at specified intervals and for evidence of these checks to be retained by the 

premises licence holder or club provided this does not duplicate or gold-plate a 

requirement in other legislation. Similarly, it would be permissible for licensing 

authorities, if they receive relevant representations from responsible authorities or any 

other persons, to attach conditions which require equipment of particular standards to 

be maintained on the premises. Responsible authorities – such as health and safety 

authorities – should therefore make their expectations clear in this respect to enable 

prospective licence holders or clubs to prepare effective operating schedules and club 

operating schedules. 

Safe capacities 

2.12 “Safe capacities” should only be imposed where appropriate for the promotion of public 

safety or the prevention of disorder on the relevant premises. For example, if a capacity 

has been imposed through other legislation, it would be inappropriate to reproduce it in 

a premises licence. Indeed, it would also be wrong to lay down conditions which conflict 

with other legal requirements. However, if no safe capacity has been imposed through 

other legislation, a responsible authority may consider it appropriate for a new capacity 

to be attached to the premises which would apply at any material time when the 

licensable activities are taking place and make representations to that effect. For 

example, in certain circumstances, capacity limits may be appropriate in preventing 

disorder, as overcrowded venues can increase the risks of crowds becoming frustrated 

and hostile. 

2.13 The permitted capacity is a limit on the number of persons who may be on the premises 

at any time, following a recommendation by the relevant fire and rescue authority under 

the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. For any application for a premises 

licence or club premises certificate for premises without an existing permitted capacity 

where the applicant wishes to take advantage of the special provisions set out in section 

177 of the 2003 Act1, the applicant should conduct their own risk assessment as to the 

appropriate capacity of the premises. They should send their recommendation to the fire 

and rescue authority which will consider it and decide what the “permitted capacity” of 

                                                
1
 S 177 of the 2003 Act now only applies to performances of dance. 
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those premises should be. 

2.14 Public safety may include the safety of performers appearing at any premises, but does 

not extend to the prevention of injury from participation in a boxing or wrestling 

entertainment. 

Public nuisance 

2.15 The 2003 Act enables licensing authorities and responsible authorities, through 

representations, to consider what constitutes public nuisance and what is appropriate to 

prevent it in terms of conditions attached to specific premises licences and club 

premises certificates. It is therefore important that in considering the promotion of this 

licensing objective, licensing authorities and responsible authorities focus on the effect 

of the licensable activities at the specific premises on persons living and working 

(including those carrying on business) in the area around the premises which may be 

disproportionate and unreasonable. The issues will mainly concern noise nuisance, light 

pollution, noxious smells and litter. 

2.16 Public nuisance is given a statutory meaning in many pieces of legislation. It is however 

not narrowly defined in the 2003 Act and retains its broad common law meaning. It may 

include in appropriate circumstances the reduction of the living and working amenity and 

environment of other persons living and working in the area of the licensed premises. 

Public nuisance may also arise as a result of the adverse effects of artificial light, dust, 

odour and insects or where its effect is prejudicial to health. 

2.17 Conditions relating to noise nuisance will usually concern steps appropriate to control 

the levels of noise emanating from premises. This might be achieved by a simple 

measure such as ensuring that doors and windows are kept closed after a particular 

time, or persons are not permitted in garden areas of the premises after a certain time. 

More sophisticated measures like the installation of acoustic curtains or rubber speaker 

mounts to mitigate sound escape from the premises may be appropriate. However, 

conditions in relation to live or recorded music may not be enforceable in circumstances 

where the entertainment activity itself is not licensable (see chapter 16). Any conditions 

appropriate to promote the prevention of public nuisance should be tailored to the type, 

nature and characteristics of the specific premises and its licensable activities. Licensing 

authorities should avoid inappropriate or disproportionate measures that could deter 

events that are valuable to the community, such as live music. Noise limiters, for 

example, are expensive to purchase and install and are likely to be a considerable 

burden for smaller venues. 

2.18 As with all conditions, those relating to noise nuisance may not be appropriate in certain 

circumstances where provisions in other legislation adequately protect those living in the 

area of the premises. But as stated earlier in this Guidance, the approach of licensing 

authorities and responsible authorities should be one of prevention and when their 

powers are engaged, licensing authorities should be aware of the fact that other 

legislation may not adequately cover concerns raised in relevant representations and 

additional conditions may be appropriate. 

2.19 Where applications have given rise to representations, any appropriate conditions 

should normally focus on the most sensitive periods. For example, the most sensitive 

period for people being disturbed by unreasonably loud music is at night and into the 
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early morning when residents in adjacent properties may be attempting to go to sleep or 

are sleeping. This is why there is still a need for a licence for performances of live music 

between 11 pm and 8 am. In certain circumstances, conditions relating to noise 

emanating from the premises may also be appropriate to address any disturbance 

anticipated as customers enter and leave. 

2.20 Measures to control light pollution will also require careful thought. Bright lighting 

outside premises which is considered appropriate to prevent crime and disorder may 

itself give rise to light pollution for some neighbours. Applicants, licensing authorities 

and responsible authorities will need to balance these issues. 

2.21 Beyond the immediate area surrounding the premises, these are matters for the 

personal responsibility of individuals under the law. An individual who engages in anti-

social behaviour is accountable in their own right. However, it would be perfectly 

reasonable for a licensing authority to impose a condition, following relevant 

representations, that requires the licence holder or club to place signs at the exits from 

the building encouraging patrons to be quiet until they leave the area, or that, if they 

wish to smoke, to do so at designated places on the premises instead of outside, and to 

respect the rights of people living nearby to a peaceful night. 

Protection of children from harm 

2.22 The protection of children from harm includes the protection of children from moral, 

psychological and physical harm. This includes not only protecting children from the 

harms associated directly with alcohol consumption but also wider harms such as 

exposure to strong language and sexual expletives (for example, in the context of 

exposure to certain films or adult entertainment). Licensing authorities must also 

consider the need to protect children from sexual exploitation when undertaking 

licensing functions. 

2.23 The Government believes that it is completely unacceptable to sell alcohol to children. 

Conditions relating to the access of children where alcohol is sold and which are 

appropriate to protect them from harm should be carefully considered. Moreover, 

conditions restricting the access of children to premises should be strongly considered 

in circumstances where: 

•  adult entertainment is provided; 

•  a member or members of the current management have been convicted for serving 

alcohol to minors or with a reputation for allowing underage drinking (other than in the 

context of the exemption in the 2003 Act relating to 16 and 17 year olds consuming 

beer, wine and cider when accompanied by an adult during a table meal); 

•  it is known that unaccompanied children have been allowed access; 

•  there is a known association with drug taking or dealing; or 

•  in some cases, the premises are used exclusively or primarily for the sale of alcohol 

for consumption on the premises. 

2.24 It is also possible that activities, such as adult entertainment, may take place at certain 

times on premises but not at other times. For example, premises may operate as a café 

bar during the day providing meals for families but also provide entertainment with a 

sexual content after 8.00pm. It is not possible to give an exhaustive list of what amounts 

to entertainment or services of an adult or sexual nature. Applicants, responsible 
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authorities and licensing authorities will need to consider this point carefully. This would 

broadly include topless bar staff, striptease, lap-, table- or pole-dancing, performances 

involving feigned violence or horrific incidents, feigned or actual sexual acts or fetishism, 

or entertainment involving strong and offensive language. 

2.25 Applicants must be clear in their operating schedules about the activities and times at 

which the events would take place to help determine when it is not appropriate for 

children to enter the premises. Consideration should also be given to the proximity of 

premises to schools and youth clubs so that applicants take appropriate steps to ensure 

that advertising relating to their premises, or relating to events at their premises, is not 

displayed at a time when children are likely to be near the premises. 

2.26 Licensing authorities and responsible authorities should expect applicants, when 

preparing an operating schedule or club operating schedule, to set out the steps to be 

taken to protect children from harm when on the premises. 

2.27 Conditions, where they are appropriate, should reflect the licensable activities taking 

place on the premises. In addition to the mandatory condition regarding age verification, 

other conditions relating to the protection of children from harm can include: 

•  restrictions on the hours when children may be present; 

•  restrictions or exclusions on the presence of children under certain ages when 

particular specified activities are taking place; 

•  restrictions on the parts of the premises to which children may have access; 

•  age restrictions (below 18); 

•  restrictions or exclusions when certain activities are taking place; 

•  requirements for an accompanying adult (including for example, a combination of 

requirements which provide that children under a particular age must be 

accompanied by an adult); and 

•  full exclusion of people under 18 from the premises when any licensable activities are 

taking place. 

2.28 Please see also Chapter 10 for details about the Licensing Act 2003 (Mandatory 

Licensing Conditions) Order 2010. 

2.29 Licensing authorities should give considerable weight to representations about child 

protection matters. In addition to the responsible authority whose functions relate 

directly to child protection, the Director of Public Health may also have access to 

relevant evidence to inform such representations. These representations may include, 

amongst other things, the use of health data about the harms that alcohol can cause to 

underage drinkers. Where a responsible authority, or other person, presents evidence to 

the licensing authority linking specific premises with harms to children (such as 

ambulance data or emergency department attendances by persons under 18 years old 

with alcohol- related illnesses or injuries) this evidence should be considered, and the 

licensing authority should also consider what action is appropriate to ensure this 

licensing objective is effectively enforced. In relation to applications for the grant of a 

licence in areas where evidence is presented on high levels of alcohol-related harms in 

persons aged under 18, it is recommended that the licensing authority considers what 

conditions may be appropriate to ensure that this objective is promoted effectively. 

2.30 The 2003 Act provides that, where a premises licence or club premises certificate 
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authorises the exhibition of a film, it must include a condition requiring the admission of 

children to films to be restricted in accordance with recommendations given either by a 

body designated under section 4 of the Video Recordings Act 1984 specified in the 

licence (the British Board of Film Classification is currently the only body which has 

been so designated) or by the licensing authority itself. Further details are given in 

Chapter 10. 

2.31 Theatres may present a range of diverse activities and entertainment including, for 

example, variety shows incorporating adult entertainment. It is appropriate in these 

cases for a licensing authority to consider restricting the admission of children in such 

circumstances. Entertainments may also be presented at theatres specifically for 

children. It will be appropriate to consider whether a condition should be attached to a 

premises licence or club premises certificate which requires the presence of a sufficient 

number of adult staff on the premises to ensure the wellbeing of the children during any 

emergency. 

Offences relating to the sale and supply of alcohol to children 

2.32 Licensing authorities are expected to maintain close contact with the police, young 

offenders’ teams and trading standards officers (who can carry out test purchases under 

section 154 of the 2003 Act) about the extent of unlawful sales and consumption of 

alcohol by minors and to be involved in the development of any strategies to control or 

prevent these unlawful activities and to pursue prosecutions. Licensing authorities, 

alongside the police, are prosecuting authorities for the purposes of these offences, 

except for the offences under section 147A (persistently selling alcohol to children). 

Where, as a matter of policy, warnings are given to retailers prior to any decision to 

prosecute in respect of an offence, it is important that each of the enforcement arms 

should be aware of the warnings each of them has given. 
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Table of relevant offences under the 2003 Act 

Section Offence Prosecuting Authority 

Section 145 Unaccompanied children prohibited from 

certain premises 

Police and/or Licensing Authority 

Section 146 Sale of alcohol to children Police, Licensing Authority and/or 

Local Weights and Measures 

Authority 

Section 147 Allowing the sale of alcohol to children Police, Licensing Authority and/or 

Local Weights and Measures 

Authority 

Section 147A Persistently selling alcohol to children Police and/or Local Weights and 

Measures Authority 

Section 149 Purchase of alcohol by or on behalf of 

children 

Police and/or Licensing Authority 

Section 150 Consumption of alcohol by children Police and/or Licensing Authority 

Section 151 Delivering alcohol to children Police and/or Licensing Authority 

Section 152 Sending a child to obtain alcohol Police and/or Licensing Authority 

Section 153 Prohibition of unsupervised sales by 

children 

Police and/or Licensing Authority 
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8.12 The Secretary of State may prescribe other responsible authorities by means of 

regulations. Any such regulations are published on the Government’s legislation 

website: www.legislation.gov.uk. 

Other persons 

8.13 As well as responsible authorities, any other person can play a role in a number of 

licensing processes under the 2003 Act. This includes any individual, body or business 

entitled to make representations to licensing authorities in relation to applications for the 

grant, variation, minor variation or review of premises licences and club premises 

certificates, regardless of their geographic proximity to the premises. In addition, these 

persons may themselves seek a review of a premises licence. Any representations 

made by these persons must be ‘relevant’, in that the representation relates to one or 

more of the licensing objectives. It must also not be considered by the licensing 

authority to be frivolous or vexatious. In the case of applications for reviews, there is an 

additional requirement that the grounds for the review should not be considered by the 

licensing authority to be repetitious. Chapter 9 of this guidance (paragraphs 9.4 to 9.10) 

provides more detail on the definition of relevant, frivolous and vexatious 

representations. 

8.14 While any of these persons may act in their own right, they may also request that a 

representative makes the representation to the licensing authority on their behalf. A 

representative may include a legal representative, a friend, a Member of Parliament, a 

Member of the Welsh Government, or a local ward or parish councillor who can all act in 

such a capacity. 

Who can apply for a premises licence? 

8.15 Any person (if an individual aged 18 or over) who is carrying on or who proposes to 

carry on a business which involves the use of premises (any place including one in the 

open air) for licensable activities may apply for a premises licence either on a 

permanent basis or for a time-limited period. 

8.16 “A person” in this context includes, for example, a business or a partnership. Licensing 

authorities should not require the nomination of an individual to hold the licence or 

determine the identity of the most appropriate person to hold the licence. 

8.17 In considering joint applications (which is likely to be a rare occurrence), it must be 

stressed that under section 16(1)(a) of the 2003 Act each applicant must be carrying on 

a business which involves the use of the premises for licensable activities. In the case of 

public houses, this would be easier for a tenant to demonstrate than for a pub owning 

company that is not itself carrying on licensable activities. Where licences are to be held 

by businesses, it is desirable that this should be a single business to avoid any lack of 

clarity in accountability. 

8.18 A public house may be owned, or a tenancy held, jointly by a husband and wife, civil 

partners or other partnerships of a similar nature, and both may be actively involved in 

carrying on the licensable activities. In these cases, it is entirely possible for the 

husband and wife or the partners to apply jointly as applicant for the premises licence, 

even if they are not formally partners in business terms. This is unlikely to lead to the 

same issues of clouded accountability that could arise where two separate businesses 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
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apply jointly for the licence. If the application is granted, the premises licence would 

identify the holder as comprising both names and any subsequent applications, for 

example for a variation of the licence, would need to be made jointly. 

8.19 A wide range of other individuals and bodies set out in section 16 of the 2003 Act may 

apply for premises licences. They include, for example, Government Departments, local 

authorities, hospitals, schools, charities or police forces. In addition to the bodies listed 

in section 16, the Secretary of State may prescribe by regulations other bodies that may 

apply and any such regulations are published on the Government’s legislation website. 

There is nothing in the 2003 Act which prevents an application being made for a 

premises licence at premises where a premises licence is already held. 

Application forms 

8.20 The Provision of Services Regulations 2009 require local authorities to ensure that all 

procedures relating to access to, or the exercise of, a service activity may be easily 

completed, at a distance and by electronic means. Electronic application facilities for 

premises licences may be found either on GOV.UK or the licensing authority’s own 

website. It remains acceptable to make an application in writing. 

Electronic applications 

8.21 Applicants may apply using the licence application forms available on GOV.UK, or will 

be re-directed from GOV.UK to the licensing authority’s own electronic facility if one is 

available. Applicants may also apply directly to the licensing authority’s facility without 

going through GOV.UK. 

Electronic applications using forms on gov.uk 

8.22 GOV.UK will send a notification to the licensing authority when a completed application 

form is available for it to download from GOV.UK. This is the day that the application is 

taken to be ‘given’ to the licensing authority, even if it is downloaded at a later stage, 

and the application must be advertised from the day after that day (as for a written 

application). The licensing authority must acknowledge the application as quickly as 

possible, specifying the statutory time period and giving details of the appeal procedure. 

8.23 The period of 28 consecutive days during which the application must be advertised on a 

notice outside the premises is, effectively, the statutory timescale by which the 

application must be determined (unless representations are made). This will be 

published on GOV.UK and must also be published on the licensing authority’s own 

electronic facility if one exists. If no representations are made during this period, the 

licensing authority must notify the applicant as quickly as possible that the licence has 

been granted. The licensing authority must send the licence to the applicant as soon as 

possible after this, but the applicant may start the licensed activity as soon as they have 

been notified that the application is granted (subject to compliance with the conditions of 

the licence). The licence may be supplied in electronic or written format as long as the 

applicant is aware which document constitutes ‘the licence’. If representations are 

made, the guidance in Chapter 9 applies. 

Requirement to copy application to responsible authorities 

8.24 The licensing authority must copy electronic applications, made via GOV.UK or its own 

facility, to responsible authorities no later than the first working day after the application 

http://gov.uk/
http://gov.uk/
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is given. However, if an applicant submits any part of their application in writing, the 

applicant will remain responsible for copying it to responsible authorities. 

Applications via the local authority electronic application facility 

8.25 Where applications are made on the licensing authority’s own electronic facility, the 

application will be taken to be ‘given’ when the applicant has submitted a complete 

application form and paid the fee. The application is given at the point at which it 

becomes accessible to the authority by means of the facility. The licensing authority 

must acknowledge the application as quickly as possible, specifying the statutory time 

period and giving details of the appeal procedure. 

‘Holding’ and ‘deferring’ electronic applications 

8.26 The Government recommends (as for written applications) that electronic applications 

should not be returned if they contain obvious and minor errors such as typing mistakes, 

or small errors that can be rectified with information already in the authority’s 

possession. However, if this is not the case and required information is missing or 

incorrect, the licensing authority may ‘hold’ the application until the applicant has 

supplied all the required information. This effectively resets the 28 day period for 

determining an application and may be done any number of times until the application 

form is complete. Licensing authorities must ensure that they notify the applicant as 

quickly as possible of any missing (or incorrect) information, and explain how this will 

affect the statutory timescale and advertising requirements. 

8.27 If an application has been given at the weekend, the notice advertising the application 

(where applicable) may already be displayed outside the premises by the time that the 

licensing authority downloads the application. It is therefore recommended that, if a 

licensing authority holds an application, it should inform the applicant that the original (or 

if necessary, amended) notice must be displayed until the end of the revised period. The 

licensing authority should also advise the applicant that they should not advertise the 

application in a local newspaper until they have received confirmation from the licensing 

authority that the application includes all the required information. To ensure clarity for 

applicants, the Government recommends that licensing authorities include similar 

advice on their electronic application facilities (where these exist) to ensure that 

applicants do not incur any unnecessary costs. 

8.28 If an applicant persistently fails to supply the required information, the licensing authority 

may refuse the application and the applicant must submit a new application. 

8.29 Licensing authorities may also ‘defer’ electronic applications once if the application is 

particularly complicated, for example if representations are received and a hearing is 

required. This allows the licensing authority to extend the statutory time period for the 

determination of the application by such time as is necessary, including, if required, 

arranging and holding a hearing. Licensing authorities must ensure that applicants are 

informed as quickly as possible of a decision to defer, and the reasons for the deferral, 

before the original 28 days has expired. 

Written applications 

8.30 A written application for a premises licence must be made in the prescribed form to the 

relevant licensing authority and be copied to each of the appropriate responsible 

authorities. For example, it would not be appropriate to send an application for premises 
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which was not a vessel to the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. The application must 

be accompanied by: 

•  the required fee (details of fees may be viewed on the GOV.UK website); 

•  an operating schedule (see below); 

•  a plan of the premises in a prescribed form; and 

•  if the application involves the supply of alcohol, a form of consent from the individual 

who is to be specified in the licence as the designated premises supervisor (DPS). 

8.31 If the application is being made by an individual it should be accompanied by acceptable 

evidence of entitlement to work in the UK (this includes where the application is 

submitted electronically), as set out in the application form (see paragraph 4.8). 

8.32 If the application is being made in respect of a community premises, it may be 

accompanied by the form of application to apply the alternative licence condition. 

8.33 Guidance on completing premises licence, club premises certificate and minor variation 

forms can be found on the GOV.UK website. The Licensing Act 2003 (Premises 

licences and club premises certificates) Regulations 2005 contain provision about the 

prescribed form of applications, operating schedules and plans and are published on the 

legislation.gov.uk website. 

Plans 

8.34 Plans, for written and electronic applications, will not be required to be submitted in any 

particular scale, but they must be in a format which is “clear and legible in all material 

respects”, i.e. they must be accessible and provides sufficient detail for the licensing 

authority to be able to determine the application, including the relative size of any 

features relevant to the application. There is no requirement for plans to be 

professionally drawn as long as they clearly show all the prescribed information. 

Beer gardens or other outdoor spaces 

8.35 Applicants will want to consider whether they might want to use a garden or other 

outdoor space as a location from which alcohol will be consumed. The sale of alcohol is 

to be treated as taking place where the alcohol is appropriated to the contract. In 

scenarios where drink orders are taken by a member of staff in the garden or outdoor 

space and the member of staff then collects the drinks from the licensed premises and 

returns to deliver them to the customer this would be treated as an off-sale and any 

conditions that relate to off-sales would apply. 

8.36 In such cases it will be not necessary to include the garden or other outdoor space on 

the plan as part of the area covered by the premises licence. However, it will be 

necessary for the applicant to include the garden or other outdoor space on the plan as 

part of the area covered by the premises licence if the intention is to provide a service 

whereby drinks are available for sale and consumption directly from that area (i.e. the 

provision of on-sales). This would apply in the case of an outdoor bar or a service 

whereby a member of staff who is in the garden or outdoor space carries with them 

drinks that are available for sale (without the need for the staff member to return to the 

licensed premises to collect them). 

8.37 If the beer garden or other outdoor area is to be used for the consumption of off-sales 

only, there is no requirement to show it on the plan of the premises, but the prescribed 

http://gov.uk/
http://legislation.gov.uk/
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application form requires the applicant to provide a description of where the place is and 

its proximity to the premises. 

Entitlement to work in the UK 

8.38 Individuals applying for a premises licence for the sale of alcohol or late night 

refreshment must be entitled to work in the UK. From 6 April 2017 licensing authorities 

must be satisfied that an individual who applies for a premises licence is entitled to work 

in the UK. This includes applications made by more than one individual applicant. An 

application made by an individual without the entitlement to work in the UK must be 

rejected. This applies to applications which include the sale of alcohol and the 

provisions of late night refreshment, but does not include applications which apply to 

regulated entertainment only. For example, a person applying for a licence for a music 

venue who does not intend to sell alcohol or late night refreshment is not prohibited from 

applying for a licence on grounds of immigration status. However, they will commit a 

criminal offence if they work illegally.   

8.39 The documents which may be relied on in support of an application demonstrating an 

entitlement to work in the UK are the same as for personal licence applicants see 

paragraph 4.8. Where there is sufficient evidence that the applicant is not resident in the 

UK there is no requirement that the applicant has an entitlement to work in the UK. 

8.40 Where an applicant’s permission to work in the UK is time-limited the licensing authority 

may issue a premises licence for an indefinite period, but the licence will become invalid 

when the immigration permission expires. The individual’s entitlement to work in the UK 

may be extended or made permanent by the Home Office, and granting the licence for 

an indefinite period prevents the licensee from having to re-apply for a new licence.  In 

the event that the Home Office cuts short or ends a person’s immigration permission 

(referred to a curtailment or revocation), any licence issued on or after 6 April 2017 

which authorises the sale of alcohol or provision of late night refreshment will 

automatically lapse. As with personal licences, the licensing authority is under no duty to 

carry out on going immigration checks to see whether a licence holder’s permission to 

be in the UK has been brought to an end. For further details on entitlement to work see 

paragraphs 4.8 to 4.18.    

Steps to promote the licensing objectives 

8.41 In completing an operating schedule, applicants are expected to have regard to the 

statement of licensing policy for their area. They must also be aware of the expectations 

of the licensing authority and the responsible authorities as to the steps that are 

appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives, and to demonstrate knowledge 

of their local area when describing the steps they propose to take to promote the 

licensing objectives. Licensing authorities and responsible authorities are expected to 

publish information about what is meant by the promotion of the licensing objectives and 

to ensure that applicants can readily access advice about these matters. However, 

applicants are also expected to undertake their own enquiries about the area in which 

the premises are situated to inform the content of the application. 

8.42 Applicants are, in particular, expected to obtain sufficient information to enable them to 

demonstrate, when setting out the steps they propose to take to promote the licensing 

objectives, that they understand: 
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•  the layout of the local area and physical environment including crime and disorder 

hotspots, proximity to residential premises and proximity to areas where children may 

congregate; 

•  any risk posed to the local area by the applicants’ proposed licensable activities; and 

•  any local initiatives (for example, local crime reduction initiatives or voluntary 

schemes including local taxi-marshalling schemes, street pastors and other 

schemes) which may help to mitigate potential risks. 

8.43 Applicants are expected to include positive proposals in their application on how they 

will manage any potential risks. Where specific policies apply in the area (for example, a 

cumulative impact policy), applicants are also expected to demonstrate an 

understanding of how the policy impacts on their application; any measures they will 

take to mitigate the impact; and why they consider the application should be an 

exception to the policy. 

8.44 It is expected that enquiries about the locality will assist applicants when determining 

the steps that are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. For example, 

premises with close proximity to residential premises should consider what effect this 

will have on their smoking, noise management and dispersal policies to ensure the 

promotion of the public nuisance objective. Applicants must consider all factors which 

may be relevant to the promotion of the licensing objectives, and where there are no 

known concerns, acknowledge this in their application. 

8.45 The majority of information which applicants will require should be available in the 

licensing policy statement in the area. Other publicly available sources which may be of 

use to applicants include: 

•  the Crime Mapping website; 

•  Neighbourhood Statistics websites; 

•  websites or publications by local responsible authorities; 

•  websites or publications by local voluntary schemes and initiatives; and 

•  on-line mapping tools. 

8.46 While applicants are not required to seek the views of responsible authorities before 

formally submitting their application, they may find them to be a useful source of expert 

advice on local issues that should be taken into consideration when making an 

application. Licensing authorities may wish to encourage co-operation between 

applicants, responsible authorities and, where relevant, local residents and businesses 

before applications are submitted in order to minimise the scope for disputes to arise. 

8.47 Applicants are expected to provide licensing authorities with sufficient information in this 

section to determine the extent to which their proposed steps are appropriate to 

promote the licensing objectives in the local area. Applications must not be based on 

providing a set of standard conditions to promote the licensing objectives and applicants 

are expected to make it clear why the steps they are proposing are appropriate for the 

premises. 

8.48 All parties are expected to work together in partnership to ensure that the licensing 

objectives are promoted collectively. Where there are no disputes, the steps that 

applicants propose to take to promote the licensing objectives, as set out in the 

operating schedule, will very often translate directly into conditions that will be attached 
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to premises licences with the minimum of fuss. 

8.49 For some premises, it is possible that no measures will be appropriate to promote one 

or more of the licensing objectives, for example, because they are adequately covered 

by other existing legislation. It is however important that all operating schedules should 

be precise and clear about the measures that are proposed to promote each of the 

licensing objectives. 

Variations 

Introduction 

8.50 Where a premises licence holder wishes to amend the licence, the 2003 Act in most 

cases permits an application to vary to be made rather than requiring an application for 

a new premises licence. The process to be followed will depend on the nature of the 

variation and its potential impact on the licensing objectives. Applications to vary can be 

made electronically via GOV.UK or by means of the licensing authority’s own electronic 

facility following the procedures set out in Chapter 8 above. 

Simplified processes 

8.51 There are simplified processes for making applications, or notifying changes, in the 

following cases: 

•  a change of the name or address of someone named in the licence (section 33); 

•  an application to vary the licence to specify a new individual as the designated 

premises supervisor (DPS) (section 37); 

•  a request to be removed as the designated premises supervisor (section 41); 

•  an application by a licence holder in relation to community premises authorised to sell 

alcohol to remove the usual mandatory conditions set out in sections 19(2) and 19(3) 

of the 2003 Act concerning the supervision of alcohol sales by a personal licence 

holder and the need for a DPS who holds a personal licence (sections 25A and 41D); 

and 

•  an application for minor variation of a premises licence (sections 41A to 41C) or club 

premises certificate (sections 86A to 86C). 

8.52 If an application to specify a new DPS or to remove the mandatory conditions 

concerning the supervision of alcohol sales is made electronically via GOV.UK or the 

licensing authority’s own electronic facility, the authority must notify the police no later 

than the first working day after the application is given. 

8.53 Where a simplified process requires the applicant (if they are not also the personal 

licence holder) to copy the application to the licence holder for information, this will 

apply regardless of whether the application is made in writing or electronically. 

Otherwise the general guidance set out above (paragraphs 8.21 to 8.28) on electronic 

applications applies. 

Minor variations process 

8.54 Variations to premises licences or club premises certificates that could not impact 

adversely on the licensing objectives are subject to a simplified ‘minor variations’ 

process. Under this process, the applicant is not required to advertise the variation in a 

newspaper or circular, or copy it to responsible authorities. However, they must display 
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it on a white notice (to distinguish it from the blue notice used for full variations and new 

applications). The notice must comply with the requirements set out in regulation 26A of 

the Licensing Act 2003 (Premises licences and club premises certificates) Regulations 

2005. In accordance with those regulations, the notice must be displayed for a period of 

ten working days starting on the working day after the minor variation application was 

given to the licensing authority. 

8.55 On receipt of an application for a minor variation, the licensing authority must consider 

whether the variation could impact adversely on the licensing objectives. It is recommended 

that decisions on minor variations should be delegated to licensing officers. 

8.56 In considering the application, the licensing authority must consult relevant responsible 

authorities (whether the application is made in writing or electronically) if there is any 

doubt about the impact of the variation on the licensing objectives and they need 

specialist advice, and take their views into account in reaching a decision. The 

application is unlikely to be relevant to all responsible authorities.  

8.57 The licensing authority must also consider any relevant representations received from 

other persons within the time limit referred to below. As stated earlier in this Guidance, 

representations are only relevant if they clearly relate to the likely effect of the grant of 

the variation on the promotion of at least one of the licensing objectives; representations 

must be confined to the subject matter of the variation. In the case of minor variations, 

there is no right to a hearing (as for a full variation or new application), but licensing 

authorities must take any representations into account in arriving at a decision. 

8.58 Other persons have ten working days from the ‘initial day’, that is to say, the day after 

the application is received by the licensing authority, to submit representations. The 

licensing authority must therefore wait until this period has elapsed before determining 

the application, but must do so at the latest within 15 working days, beginning on the 

first working day after the authority received the application, with effect either that the 

minor variation is granted or the application is refused. 

8.59 If the licensing authority fails to respond to the applicant within 15 working days (see 

section 193 of the 2003 Act for the definition of working day), the application will be 

treated as refused and the authority must return the fee to the applicant forthwith. 

However, the licensing authority and the applicant may agree instead that the 

undetermined application should be treated as a new application and that the fee 

originally submitted will be treated as a fee for the new application. 

8.60 Where an application is refused and is then re-submitted through the full variation 

process, the full 28 day notification period will apply from the date the new application is 

received and applicants should advertise the application and copy it to all responsible 

authorities (in accordance with the regulations applicable to full variations). 

8.61 Minor variations will generally fall into four categories: minor changes to the structure or 

layout of premises; small adjustments to licensing hours; the removal of out of date, 

irrelevant or unenforceable conditions or addition of volunteered conditions; and the 

addition of certain licensable activities. In all cases the overall test is whether the 

proposed variation could impact adversely on any of the four licensing objectives. 

Changes to structure/layout 

8.62 Many small variations to layout will have no adverse impact on the licensing objectives. 
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However, changes to layout should be referred to the full variation process if they could 

potentially have an adverse impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives, for 

example by: 

•  increasing the capacity for drinking on the premises; 

•  affecting access between the public part of the premises and the rest of the premises 

or the street or public way, for instance, block emergency exits or routes to 

emergency exits; or 

•  impeding the effective operation of a noise reduction measure such as an acoustic 

lobby. 

8.63 Licensing authorities will also need to consider the combined effect of a series of 

applications for successive small layout changes (for example, as part of a rolling 

refurbishment of premises) which in themselves may not be significant, but which 

cumulatively may impact adversely on the licensing objectives. This emphasises the 

importance of having an up-to-date copy of the premises plan available. 

8.64 An application to remove a licensable activity should normally be approved as a minor 

variation. Variations to add the sale by retail or supply of alcohol to a licence are 

excluded from the minor variations process and must be treated as full variations in all 

cases. 

8.65 For other licensable activities, licensing authorities will need to consider each 

application on a case by case basis and in light of any licence conditions put forward by 

the applicant. 

Licensing hours 

8.66 Variations to the following are excluded from the minor variations process and must be 

treated as full variations in all cases: 

•  to extend licensing hours for the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on or off 

the premises between the hours of 23.00 and 07.00; or 

•  to increase the amount of time on any day during which alcohol may be sold or 

supplied for consumption on or off the premises. 

8.67 Applications to reduce licensing hours for the sale or supply of alcohol or, in some 

cases, to move (without increasing) the licensed hours between 07.00 and 23.00 will 

normally be processed as minor variations. 

8.68 Applications to vary the time during which other licensable activities take place should 

be considered on a case-by-case basis with reference to the likely impact on the 

licensing objectives. 

Licensing conditions  

a) Imposed conditions 

8.69 Licensing authorities cannot impose their own conditions on the licence through the 

minor variations process. If the licensing officer considers that the proposed variation 

would impact adversely on the licensing objectives unless conditions are imposed, they 

should refuse it. 
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b) Volunteered conditions 

8.70 Applicants may volunteer conditions as part of the minor variation process. These 

conditions may arise from their own risk assessment of the variation, or from informal 

discussions with responsible authorities or the licensing authority. 

8.71 For instance, there may be circumstances when the licence holder and a responsible 

authority such as the police or environmental health authority, agree that a new condition 

should be added to the licence (for example, that a nightclub adds the provision of late 

night refreshment to its licence to ensure a longer period of dispersal). Such a change 

would not normally impact adversely on the licensing objectives and could be expected to 

promote them by preventing crime and disorder or public nuisance. In these 

circumstances, the minor variation process may provide a less costly and onerous means 

of amending the licence than a review, with no risk to the licensing objectives. However, 

this route should only be used where the agreed variations are minor and the licence 

holder and the responsible authority have come to a genuine agreement. The licensing 

authority should be alive to any attempts to pressure licence or certificate holders into 

agreeing to new conditions where there is no evidence of a problem at the premises and, 

if there is any doubt, should discuss this with the relevant parties. 

c) Amending or removing existing conditions 

8.72 However, there may be some circumstances when the minor variation process is 

appropriate. Premises may change over time and the circumstances that originally led 

to the condition being attached or volunteered may no longer apply. For example, there 

may be no need for door supervision if a bar has been converted into a restaurant. 

Equally some embedded conditions may no longer apply.  

8.73 Changes in legislation may invalidate certain conditions. Although the conditions do not 

have to be removed from the licence, licence holders and licensing authorities may 

agree that this is desirable to clarify the licence holder’s legal obligations. There may 

also be cases where it is appropriate to revise the wording of a condition that is unclear 

or unenforceable. This would be acceptable as a minor variation as long as the purpose 

of the condition and its intended effect remain unchanged. Such a change could be 

expected to promote the licensing objectives by making it easier for the licence holder to 

understand and comply with the condition and easier for the licensing authority to 

enforce it. 

Full variations process 

8.74 Any other changes to the licence or certificate require an application to vary under 

sections 34 or 84 of the 2003 Act. 

8.75 Licensing authorities may wish to consider whether there is any likely impact on the 

promotion of the licensing objectives in deciding whether there is a need for an 

application to vary in relation to features which are not required to be shown on the plan 

under section 17 of the 2003 Act, but have nevertheless been included, for example, 

moveable furniture (altering the position of tables and chairs) or beer gardens 

(installation of a smoking shelter that will not affect the use of exits or escape routes). 

8.76 However, it should be noted that a section 34 application cannot be used to vary a 

licence so as to: 
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•  extend a time limited licence; 

•  transfer the licence from one holder to another; or 

•  transfer the licence from one premises to another. 

8.77 If an applicant wishes to make these types of changes to the premises licence, the 

applicant should make a new premises licence application under section 17 of the 2003 

Act; or, to transfer the licence to another holder, an application under section 42 of the 

2003 Act. 

Relaxation of opening hours for local, national and international 
occasions 

8.78 It should normally be possible for applicants for premises licences and club premises 

certificates to anticipate special occasions which occur regularly each year – such as 

bank holidays and St. George’s or St. Patrick’s Day – and to include appropriate 

opening hours in their operating schedules. Similarly, temporary event notices should be 

sufficient to cover other events which take place at premises that do not have a 

premises licence or club certificate. 

8.79 However, exceptional events of local, national or international significance may arise 

which could not have been anticipated when the application was first made. In these 

circumstances, the Secretary of State may make a licensing hours order to allow 

premises to open for specified, generally extended, hours on these special occasions. 

This avoids the need for large numbers of applications to vary premises licences and 

club premises certificates. Typical events might include a one-off local festival or a 

Royal Jubilee. 

Advertising applications 

8.80  The requirements governing the advertisement of applications for the grant, variation or 

review of premises licences and club premises certificates are contained in Regulations 

25 and 26 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Premises licences and club premises certificates) 

Regulations 2005 which are published on the Government’s legislation website. 

8.80 Applicants are required to: 

•  publish a notice in a local newspaper or, if there is none, in a local newsletter, circular 

or similar document circulating in the area in which the premises are situated; and 

•  display a brief summary of the application on an A4 (or larger) size notice, on pale 

blue paper in a prominent position immediately on or outside the premises for at least 

28 consecutive days (starting on the day after the day on which the application was 

given to the relevant licensing authority). The notice must be printed legibly in black 

ink or typed in black in size 16 font or larger. 

•  ensure that the above notices contain the name of the applicant, postal addresses of 

the premises (or if there is no postal address a description of the premises sufficient 

to enable the location to be identified), relevant licensing authority and the date by 

which any representations in relation to the application need to be made to the 

licensing authority. They should also contain a statement of the relevant licensable 

activities or relevant qualifying club activities that it is proposed will be carried on at 

the premises, or in the case of an application to vary a premises licence or a club 

premises certificate the notices shall briefly describe the proposed variation. 
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8.81 It is the responsibility of the applicant for putting the notice up, however licensing 

authorities should consider where the signs should be placed and advise the applicant 

where appropriate, to ensure people will see them, in particular if an application is likely 

to be of interest to the public. As prescribed in regulations, licensing authorities must 

also place a notice on their website outlining key details of the application as set out in 

regulations, including: 

•  the name of the applicant or club; 

•  the postal address of the premises or club premises; 

•  the postal address and, where applicable, the internet address where the relevant 

licensing authority’s register is kept and where and when the record of the application 

may be inspected; 

•  the date by which representations from responsible authorities or other persons 

should be received and how these representations should be made; and 

•  that it is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in connection 

with an application and the maximum fine for which a person is liable on summary 

conviction for the offence. 

8.82 The summary of the application should set out matters such as the proposed licensable 

activities and the proposed hours of opening and should be clearly displayed for the 

period during which representations may be made, together with information about 

where the details of the application may be viewed. 

8.83 Licensing authorities in Wales should consider encouraging applicants to provide details 

in the alternative language (Welsh or English) to that of the main advertisement itself 

where the application may be viewed. Therefore, if an applicant publishes a notice in 

English they should be encouraged to provide a statement in Welsh as to where the 

application may be viewed, and vice versa. This would allow the reader of the notice to 

make enquiries to the licensing authority and find out the nature of the application. 

8.84 Licensing authorities in Wales are also required to publish key information from licence 

applications in Welsh on their websites. 

8.85 In the case of applications for premises licences involving internet or mail order sales, 

notices should be conspicuously displayed at the place where the alcohol is 

appropriated to the contract. 

8.86 A vessel which is not permanently moored or berthed is treated as if it were a premises 

situated in a place where it is usually moored or berthed. The newspaper advertisement 

notice for such a vessel would need to be in relation to this place (where it is usually 

moored or berthed) and there is no provision requiring such advertising in other areas, 

for instance, if the vessel journeys through other licensing authority areas. 

8.87 Arrangements should be put in place by the licensing authority for other parties to view 

a record of the application in the licensing register as described in Schedule 3 to the 

2003 Act. Charges made for copies of the register should not exceed the cost of 

preparing such copies. Licensing authorities may wish to conduct random and 

unannounced visits to premises to confirm that notices have been clearly displayed and 

include relevant and accurate information. 
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9. Determining applications 

General 

9.1 When a licensing authority receives an application for a new premises licence or an 

application to vary an existing premises licence, it must determine whether the 

application has been made in accordance with section 17 of the 2003 Act, and in 

accordance with regulations made under sections 17(3) to (6), 34, 42, 54 and 55 of the 

2003 Act. It must similarly determine applications for the grant of club premises 

certificates made in accordance with section 71 of the 2003 Act, and in accordance with 

regulations made under sections 71(4) to (7), 84, 91 and 92 of the 2003 Act. This 

means that the licensing authority must consider among other things whether the 

application has been properly advertised in accordance with those regulations. 

Where no representations are made 

9.2 A hearing is not required where an application has been properly made and no 

responsible authority or other person has made a relevant representation or where 

representations are made and subsequently withdrawn. In these cases, the licensing 

authority must grant the application in the terms sought, subject only to conditions which 

are consistent with the operating schedule and relevant mandatory conditions under the 

2003 Act. This should be undertaken as a simple administrative process by the licensing 

authority’s officials who should replicate the proposals contained in the operating 

schedule to promote the licensing objectives in the form of clear and enforceable licence 

conditions. Licensing authorities should not hold hearings for uncontested applications, 

for example in situations where representations have been made and conditions have 

subsequently been agreed. 

Where representations are made 

9.3 Where a representation concerning the licensing objectives is made by a responsible 

authority about a proposed operating schedule and it is relevant (see paragraphs 9.4 to 

9.10 below), the licensing authority’s discretion will be engaged. It will also be engaged 

if another person makes relevant representations to the licensing authority, which are 

also not frivolous or vexatious (see paragraphs 9.4 to 9.10 below). Relevant 

representations can be made in opposition to, or in support of, an application and can 

be made by any individual, body or business that has grounds to do so. 

Relevant, vexatious and frivolous representations 

9.4 A representation is “relevant” if it relates to the likely effect of the grant of the licence on 

the promotion of at least one of the licensing objectives. For example, a representation 

from a local businessperson about the commercial damage caused by competition from 

new licensed premises would not be relevant. On the other hand, a representation by a 

businessperson that nuisance caused by new premises would deter customers from 

entering the local area, and the steps proposed by the applicant to prevent that 

nuisance were inadequate, would be relevant. In other words, representations should 

relate to the impact of licensable activities carried on from premises on the objectives. 

For representations in relation to variations to be relevant, they should be confined to 
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the subject matter of the variation. There is no requirement for a responsible authority or 

other person to produce a recorded history of problems at premises to support their 

representations, and in fact this would not be possible for new premises. 

9.5 It is for the licensing authority to determine whether a representation (other than a 

representation from responsible authority) is frivolous or vexatious on the basis of what 

might ordinarily be considered to be vexatious or frivolous. A representation may be 

considered to be vexatious if it appears to be intended to cause aggravation or 

annoyance, whether to a competitor or other person, without reasonable cause or 

justification. Vexatious circumstances may arise because of disputes between rival 

businesses and local knowledge will therefore be invaluable in considering such 

matters. Licensing authorities can consider the main effect of the representation, and 

whether any inconvenience or expense caused by it could reasonably be considered to 

be proportionate. 

9.6 Frivolous representations would be essentially categorised by a lack of seriousness. 

Frivolous representations would concern issues which, at most, are minor and in 

relation to which no remedial steps would be warranted or proportionate. 

9.7 Any person who is aggrieved by a rejection of their representations on either of these 

grounds may lodge a complaint through the local authority’s corporate complaints 

procedure. A person may also challenge the authority’s decision by way of judicial 

review. 

9.8 Licensing authorities should not take decisions about whether representations are 

frivolous, vexatious or relevant to the licensing objectives on the basis of any political 

judgement. This may be difficult for councillors who receive complaints from residents 

within their own wards. If consideration is not to be delegated, contrary to the 

recommendation in this Guidance, an assessment should be prepared by officials for 

consideration by the sub- committee before any decision is taken that necessitates a 

hearing. Any councillor who considers that their own interests are such that they are 

unable to consider the matter independently should disqualify themselves. 

9.9 It is recommended that, in borderline cases, the benefit of the doubt about any aspect of 

a representation should be given to the person making that representation. The 

subsequent hearing would then provide an opportunity for the person or body making 

the representation to amplify and clarify it. 

9.10 Licensing authorities should consider providing advice on their websites about how any 

person can make representations to them. 

The role of responsible authorities 

9.11 Responsible authorities under the 2003 Act are automatically notified of all new 

applications. While all responsible authorities may make representations regarding 

applications for licences and club premises certificates and full variation applications, it 

is the responsibility of each responsible authority to determine when they have 

appropriate grounds to do so. 
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9.12 Each responsible authority will be an expert in their respective field, and in some cases 

it is likely that a particular responsible authority will be the licensing authority’s main 

source of advice in relation to a particular licensing objective. For example, the police 

have a key role in managing the night-time economy and should have good working 

relationships with those operating in their local area5. The police should usually 

therefore be the licensing authority’s main source of advice on matters relating to the 

promotion of the crime and disorder licensing objective. However, any responsible 

authority under the 2003 Act may make representations with regard to any of the 

licensing objectives if they have evidence to support such representations. Licensing 

authorities must therefore consider all relevant representations from responsible 

authorities carefully, even where the reason for a particular responsible authority’s 

interest or expertise in the promotion of a particular objective may not be immediately 

apparent. However, it remains incumbent on all responsible authorities to ensure that 

their representations can withstand the scrutiny to which they would be subject at a 

hearing. 

Licensing authorities acting as responsible authorities 

9.13 Licensing authorities are included in the list of responsible authorities. A similar 

framework exists in the Gambling Act 2005. The 2003 Act does not require responsible 

authorities to make representations about applications for the grant of premises licences 

or to take any other steps in respect of different licensing processes. It is, therefore, for 

the licensing authority to determine when it considers it appropriate to act in its capacity 

as a responsible authority; the licensing authority should make this decision in 

accordance with its duties under section 4 of the 2003 Act. 

9.14 Licensing authorities are not expected to act as responsible authorities on behalf of 

other parties (for example, local residents, local councillors or community groups) 

although there are occasions where the authority may decide to do so. Such parties can 

make relevant representations to the licensing authority in their own right, and it is 

reasonable for the licensing authority to expect them to make representations 

themselves where they are reasonably able to do so. However, if these parties have 

failed to take action and the licensing authority is aware of relevant grounds to make a 

representation, it may choose to act in its capacity as responsible authority. 

9.15 It is also reasonable for licensing authorities to expect that other responsible authorities 

should intervene where the basis for the intervention falls within the remit of that other 

responsible authority. For example, the police should make representations where the 

representations are based on concerns about crime and disorder. Likewise, it is 

reasonable to expect the local authority exercising environmental health functions to 

make representations where there are concerns about noise nuisance. Each 

responsible authority has equal standing under the 2003 Act and may act independently 

without waiting for representations from any other responsible authority. 

9.16 The 2003 Act enables licensing authorities to act as responsible authorities as a means 

of early intervention; they may do so where they consider it appropriate without having 

to wait for representations from other responsible authorities. For example, the licensing 

                                                
5
 Police and Crime Commissioners are expected to have a central role working in partnership with local authorities, enforcement 

bodies and other local partners to decide on what action is needed to tackle alcohol- related crime and disorder in their areas. 
However, the Chief Officer of Police remains the named responsible authority under the 2003 Act. 
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authority may (in a case where it has applied a cumulative impact policy) consider that 

granting a new licence application will add to the cumulative impact of licensed 

premises in its area and therefore decide to make representations to that effect, without 

waiting for any other person to do so. 

9.17 In cases where a licensing authority is also acting as responsible authority in relation to 

the same process, it is important to achieve a separation of responsibilities within the 

authority to ensure procedural fairness and eliminate conflicts of interest. In such cases 

licensing determinations will be made by the licensing committee or sub committee 

comprising elected members of the authority (although they are advised by a licensing 

officer). Therefore, a separation is achieved by allocating distinct functions (i.e. those of 

licensing authority and responsible authority) to different officials within the authority. 

9.18 In these cases, licensing authorities should allocate the different responsibilities to 

different licensing officers or other officers within the local authority to ensure a proper 

separation of responsibilities. The officer advising the licensing committee (i.e. the 

authority acting in its capacity as the licensing authority) must be a different person from 

the officer who is acting for the responsible authority. The officer acting for the 

responsible authority should not be involved in the licensing decision process and 

should not discuss the merits of the case with those involved in making the 

determination by the licensing authority. For example, discussion should not take place 

between the officer acting as responsible authority and the officer handling the licence 

application regarding the merits of the case. Communication between these officers in 

relation to the case should remain professional and consistent with communication with 

other responsible authorities. Representations, subject to limited exceptions, must be 

made in writing. It is for the licensing authority to determine how the separate roles are 

divided to ensure an appropriate separation of responsibilities. This approach may not 

be appropriate for all licensing authorities and many authorities may already have 

processes in place to effectively achieve the same outcome. 

9.19 Smaller licensing authorities, where such a separation of responsibilities is more 

difficult, may wish to involve officials from outside the licensing department to ensure a 

separation of responsibilities. However, these officials should still be officials employed 

by the authority. 

Health bodies acting as responsible authorities 

9.20 Where a local authority’s Director of Public Health in England (DPH)6 or Local Health 

Board (LHB) (in Wales) exercises its functions as a responsible authority, it should have 

sufficient knowledge of the licensing policy and health issues to ensure it is able to fulfil 

those functions. If the authority wishes to make representations, the DPH or LHB will 

need to decide how best to gather and coordinate evidence from other bodies which 

exercise health functions in the area, such as emergency departments and ambulance 

services. 

9.21 Health bodies may hold information which other responsible authorities do not, but 

which would assist a licensing authority in exercising its functions. This information may 

                                                
6
 This change was made as a result of the commencement of measures in the Health and Social Care Act 2012 which amended 

the 2003 Act and further provision in the NHS Bodies and Local Authorities (Partnership Arrangements, Care Trusts, Public 
Health and Local Healthwatch) Regulations 2012. 
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be used by the health body to make representations in its own right or to support 

representations by other responsible authorities, such as the police. Such 

representations can potentially be made on the grounds of all four licensing objectives. 

Perhaps the most obvious example is where drunkenness leads to accidents and 

injuries from violence, resulting in attendances at emergency departments and the use 

of ambulance services. Some of these incidents will be reported to the police, but many 

will not. Such information will often be relevant to the public safety and crime and 

disorder objectives. 

9.22 However, health bodies are encouraged to make representations in respect of any of 

the four licensing objectives without necessarily seeking views from other responsible 

authorities where they have appropriate evidence to do so. There is also potential for 

health bodies to participate in the licensing process in relation to the protection of 

children from harm. This objective not only concerns the physical safety of children, but 

also their moral and psychological well being. 

9.23 Evidence relating to under 18s alcohol-related emergency department attendance, 

hospital admissions and underage sales of alcohol, could potentially have implications 

for both the protection of children from harm and the crime and disorder objectives. 

Health bodies can provide evidence to lead or support representations in relation to this 

objective. In relation to proxy purchases, data collected by health bodies could be used 

to inform other responsible authorities, including the police and licensing authorities, 

about a prevalence of proxy purchasing in a particular area. For example, the police 

could use this data to tackle instances of ‘shoulder tapping’ (where under 18s approach 

adults to buy alcohol on their behalf) and to suggest measures which retailers might be 

able to take to ensure, as far as possible, that they are not knowingly selling alcohol to 

an adult who is buying on behalf of a person aged under 18. Although less obvious, 

health bodies may also have a role to play in the prevention of public nuisance where its 

effect is prejudicial to health and where they hold relevant data. 

9.24 DPHs and LHBs will need to consider how to collect anonymised information about 

incidents that relate to specific premises or premises in a particular area (for example, a 

cumulative impact zone). Many areas have already developed procedures for local 

information sharing to tackle violence, which could provide useful evidence to support 

representations. The College of Emergency Medicine has issued guidelines for 

information sharing to reduce community violence which recommends that data about 

assault victims should be collected upon admission to emergency departments, 

including the date, time and location of the assault – i.e. the name of the pub, club or 

street where the incident occurred. Sometimes, it may be possible to link ambulance 

callouts or attendances at emergency departments to irresponsible practices at specific 

premises, such as serving alcohol to people who are intoxicated or targeting promotions 

involving unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol at particular groups. 
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Home Office Immigration Enforcement acting as a responsible 
authority   

9.25 The Immigration Act 2016 made the Secretary of State a responsible authority in 

respect of premises licensed to sell alcohol or late night refreshment with effect from 6 

April 2017. In effect this conveys the role of responsible authority to Home Office 

Immigration Enforcement who exercises the powers on the Secretary of State’s behalf. 

When Immigration Enforcement exercises its powers as a responsible authority it will do 

so in respect of the prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective because it is 

concerned with the prevention of illegal working or immigration offences more broadly.  

Disclosure of personal details of persons making representations 

9.26 Where a notice of a hearing is given to an applicant, the licensing authority is required 

under the Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005 to provide the applicant with 

copies of the relevant representations that have been made. 

9.27 In exceptional circumstances, persons making representations to the licensing authority 

may be reluctant to do so because of fears of intimidation or violence if their personal 

details, such as name and address, are divulged to the applicant. 

9.28 Where licensing authorities consider that the person has a genuine and well-founded 

fear of intimidation and may be deterred from making a representation on this basis, 

they may wish to consider alternative approaches. 

9.29 For instance, they could advise the persons to provide the relevant responsible authority 

with details of how they consider that the licensing objectives are being undermined so 

that the responsible authority can make representations if appropriate and justified. 

9.30 The licensing authority may also decide to withhold some or all of the person’s personal 

details from the applicant, giving only minimal details (such as street name or general 

location within a street). However, withholding such details should only be considered 

where the circumstances justify such action. 

Hearings 

9.31 The Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005 governing hearings may be found 

on the www.legislation.gov.uk website. If the licensing authority decides that 

representations are relevant, it must hold a hearing to consider them. The need for a 

hearing can only be avoided with the agreement of the licensing authority, where the 

applicant and all of the persons who made relevant representations have given notice to 

the authority that they consider a hearing to be unnecessary. Where this is the case and 

the authority agrees that a hearing is unnecessary, it must forthwith give notice to the 

parties that the hearing has been dispensed with. Notwithstanding those regulatory 

provisions, in cases where the licensing authority believes that a hearing is still 

necessary, it is recommended that the authority should, as soon as possible, provide 

the parties with reasons in writing for the need to hold the hearing. In cases where only 

‘positive’ representations are received, without qualifications, the licensing authority 

should consider whether a hearing is required. To this end, it may wish to notify the 

persons who made representations and give them the opportunity to withdraw those 

representations. This would need to be done in sufficient time before the hearing to 

ensure that parties were not put to unnecessary inconvenience. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
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9.32 Responsible authorities should try to conclude any discussions with the applicant in 

good time before the hearing. The 2005 Hearings Regulations permit licensing 

authorities to extend a time limit provided for by those Regulations for a specified period 

where it considers this to be necessary in the public interest. For example, if the 

application is amended at the last moment, the licensing committee should consider 

giving other persons time to address the revised application before the hearing 

commences. Where the authority has extended a time limit it must forthwith give a 

notice to the parties involved stating the period of the extension and the reasons for it. 

9.33 The 2005 Hearings Regulations require that representations must be withdrawn 24 

hours before the first day of any hearing. If they are withdrawn after this time, the 

hearing must proceed and the representations may be withdrawn orally at that hearing. 

However, where discussions between an applicant and those making representations 

are taking place and it is likely that all parties are on the point of reaching agreement, 

the licensing authority may wish to use the power given within the hearings regulations 

to extend time limits, if it considers this to be in the public interest. 

9.34 Applicants should be encouraged to contact responsible authorities and others, such as 

local residents, who may be affected by the application before formulating their 

applications so that the mediation process may begin before the statutory time limits 

come into effect after submission of an application. The hearing process must meet the 

requirements of regulations made under the 2003 Act. Where matters arise which are 

not covered by the regulations, licensing authorities may make arrangements as they 

see fit as long as they are lawful. 

9.35 There is no requirement in the 2003 Act for responsible authorities that have made 

representations to attend, but it is generally good practice and assists committees in 

reaching more informed decisions. Where several responsible authorities within a local 

authority have made representations on an application, a single local authority officer 

may represent them at the hearing if the responsible authorities and the licensing 

authority agree. This local authority officer representing other responsible authorities 

may be a licensing officer, but only if this licensing officer is acting as a responsible 

authority on behalf of the licensing authority and has had no role in the licensing 

determination process. This is to ensure that the responsible authorities are represented 

by an independent officer separate from the licensing determination process. 

9.36 As noted in paragraphs 9.13 to 9.19 above, where the licensing officer is acting as a 

responsible authority the relevant steps should be followed to ensure that this individual 

has no role in the decision making process regarding the licensing determination. 

9.37 As a matter of practice, licensing authorities should seek to focus the hearing on the 

steps considered appropriate to promote the particular licensing objective or objectives 

that have given rise to the specific representation and avoid straying into undisputed 

areas. A responsible authority or other person may choose to rely on their written 

representation. They may not add further representations to those disclosed to the 

applicant prior to the hearing, but they may expand on their existing representation and 

should be allowed sufficient time to do so, within reasonable and practicable limits.  

9.38 In determining the application with a view to promoting the licensing objectives in the 

overall interests of the local community, the licensing authority must give appropriate 

weight to: 
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•  the steps that are appropriate to promote the licensing objectives; 

•  the representations (including supporting information) presented by all the parties; 

•  this Guidance; 

•  its own statement of licensing policy. 

9.39 The licensing authority should give its decision within five working days of the 

conclusion of the hearing (or immediately in certain specified cases) and provide 

reasons to support it. This will be important if there is an appeal by any of the parties. 

Notification of a decision must be accompanied by information on the right of the party 

to appeal. After considering all the relevant issues, the licensing authority may grant the 

application subject to such conditions that are consistent with the operating schedule. 

Any conditions imposed must be appropriate for the promotion of the licensing 

objectives; there is no power for the licensing authority to attach a condition that is 

merely aspirational. For example, conditions may not be attached which relate solely to 

the health of customers rather than their direct physical safety. Any conditions added to 

the licence must be those imposed at the hearing or those agreed when a hearing has 

not been necessary. 

9.40 Alternatively, the licensing authority may refuse the application on the grounds that this 

is appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. It may also refuse to specify 

a designated premises supervisor and/or only allow certain requested licensable 

activities. In the interests of transparency, the licensing authority should publish 

hearings procedures in full on its website to ensure that those involved have the most 

current information. 

9.41 In the context of variations or minor variations, which may involve structural alteration to 

or change of use of a building, the decision of the licensing authority will not exempt an 

applicant from the need to apply for building control approval, planning permission or 

both of these where appropriate. 

Determining actions that are appropriate for the promotion of the 
licensing objectives 

9.42 Licensing authorities are best placed to determine what actions are appropriate for the 

promotion of the licensing objectives in their areas. All licensing determinations should 

be considered on a case-by-case basis. They should take into account any 

representations or objections that have been received from responsible authorities or 

other persons, and representations made by the applicant or premises user as the case 

may be. 

9.43 The authority’s determination should be evidence-based, justified as being appropriate 

for the promotion of the licensing objectives and proportionate to what it is intended to 

achieve. 

9.44 Determination of whether an action or step is appropriate for the promotion of the 

licensing objectives requires an assessment of what action or step would be suitable to 

achieve that end. While this does not therefore require a licensing authority to decide 

that no lesser step will achieve the aim, the authority should aim to consider the 

potential burden that the condition would impose on the premises licence holder (such 

as the financial burden due to restrictions on licensable activities) as well as the 

potential benefit in terms of the promotion of the licensing objectives. However, it is 
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imperative that the authority ensures that the factors which form the basis of its 

determination are limited to consideration of the promotion of the objectives and nothing 

outside those parameters. As with the consideration of licence variations, the licensing 

authority should consider wider issues such as other conditions already in place to 

mitigate potential negative impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives and the 

track record of the business. Further advice on determining what is appropriate when 

imposing conditions on a licence or certificate is provided in Chapter 10. The licensing 

authority is expected to come to its determination based on an assessment of the 

evidence on both the risks and benefits either for or against making the determination. 

Considering cases where licensing and planning applications are 
made simultaneously 

9.45 Where businesses have indicated, when applying for a licence under the 2003 Act, that 

they have also applied for planning permission or that they intend to do so, licensing 

committees and officers should consider discussion with their planning counterparts 

prior to determination with the aim of agreeing mutually acceptable operating hours and 

scheme designs. 
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10. Conditions attached to premises 
licences and club premises certificates 

General 

10.1 This chapter provides further guidance in relation to conditions attached to premises 

licences and club premises certificates. General principles on licence conditions are set 

out in Chapter 1 (see paragraph 1.16). 

10.2 Conditions include any limitations or restrictions attached to a licence or certificate and 

essentially are the steps or actions that the holder of the premises licence or the club 

premises certificate will be required to take or refrain from taking in relation to the 

carrying on of licensable activities at the premises in question. Failure to comply with 

any condition attached to a licence or certificate is a criminal offence, which on 

conviction is punishable by an unlimited fine or up to six months’ imprisonment. The 

courts have made clear that it is particularly important that conditions which are 

imprecise or difficult for a licence holder to observe should be avoided. 

10.3 There are three types of condition that may be attached to a licence or certificate: 

proposed, imposed and mandatory. Each of these categories is described in more detail 

below. 

Proposed conditions 

10.4 The conditions that are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives should 

emerge initially from the risk assessment carried out by a prospective licence or 

certificate holder, which they should carry out before making their application for a 

premises licence or club premises certificate. This would be translated into the steps 

recorded in the operating schedule or club operating schedule, which must also set out 

the proposed hours during which licensable activities will be conducted and any other 

hours during which the premises will be open to the public. 

10.5 It is not acceptable for licensing authorities to simply replicate the wording from an 

applicant’s operating schedule. A condition should be interpreted in accordance with the 

applicant’s intention. 

Consistency with steps described in operating schedule 

10.6 The 2003 Act provides that where an operating schedule or club operating schedule has 

been submitted with an application and there have been no relevant representations made 

by responsible authorities or any other person, the licence or certificate must be granted 

subject only to such conditions as are consistent with the schedule accompanying the 

application and any mandatory conditions required under the 2003 Act. 

10.7 Consistency means that the effect of the condition should be substantially the same as 

that intended by the terms of the operating schedule. If conditions are broken, this may 

lead to a criminal prosecution or an application for a review and it is extremely important 

therefore that they should be expressed on the licence or certificate in unequivocal and 

unambiguous terms. The duty imposed by conditions on the licence holder or club must 

be clear to the licence holder, club, enforcement officers and the courts. 
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Imposed conditions 

10.8 The licensing authority may not impose any conditions unless its discretion has been 

exercised following receipt of relevant representations and it is satisfied as a result of a 

hearing (unless all parties agree a hearing is not necessary) that it is appropriate to 

impose conditions to promote one or more of the four licensing objectives. In order to 

promote the crime prevention licensing objective conditions may be included that are 

aimed at preventing illegal working in licensed premises. This provision also applies to 

minor variations. 

10.9 It is possible that in some cases no additional conditions will be appropriate to promote 

the licensing objectives. 

Proportionality 

10.10 The 2003 Act requires that licensing conditions should be tailored to the size, type, 

location and characteristics and activities taking place at the premises concerned. 

Conditions should be determined on a case-by-case basis and standardised conditions 

which ignore these individual aspects should be avoided. For example, conditions 

should not be used to implement a general policy in a given area such as the use of 

CCTV, polycarbonate drinking vessels or identity scanners where they would not be 

appropriate to the specific premises. Conditions that are considered appropriate for the 

prevention of illegal working in premises licensed to sell alcohol or late night 

refreshment might include requiring a premises licence holder to undertake right to work 

checks on all staff employed at the licensed premises or requiring that a copy of any 

document checked as part of a right to work check is retained at the licensed premises. 

Licensing authorities and other responsible authorities should be alive to the indirect 

costs that can arise because of conditions. These could be a deterrent to holding events 

that are valuable to the community or for the funding of good and important causes. 

Licensing authorities should therefore ensure that any conditions they impose are only 

those which are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives.  

Naming, packing and promotion in retail premises 

10.11 The Government acknowledges that the irresponsible naming, packing or promotion of 

alcoholic drinks may contribute to alcohol related harms. Where there is direct evidence 

of specific incidents of irresponsible naming, packing or promotion of alcoholic drinks 

linked to the undermining of one of the licensing objectives, licensing authorities should, 

in the exercise of their licensing functions (in particular, in relation to an application for 

the grant, variation or review of a premises licence), consider whether it is appropriate to 

impose conditions on licences that require the licence holder to comply with the 

Portman Group’s Retailer Alert Bulletins. This condition should be considered on a case 

by case basis and in the context of the promotion of the licensing objectives. 

10.12 The Portman Group operates, on behalf of the alcohol industry, a Code of Practice on 

the Naming, Packaging and Promotion of Alcoholic Drinks. The Code seeks to ensure 

that drinks are packaged and promoted in a socially responsible manner and only to 

those who are 18 years old or older. Complaints about products under the Code are 

considered by an Independent Complaints Panel and the Panel’s decisions are 

published on the Portman Group’s website, in the trade press and in an annual report. If 

a product’s packaging or point-of-sale advertising is found to be in breach of the Code, 
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the Portman Group may issue a Retailer Alert Bulletin to notify retailers of the decision 

and ask them not to replenish stocks of any such product or to display such point-of-

sale material, until there has been compliance with the decision. 

Hours of trading 

10.13 The Government acknowledges that different licensing strategies may be appropriate 

for the promotion of the licensing objectives in different areas. The 2003 Act gives the 

licensing authority power to make decisions about the hours during which premises can 

conduct licensable activities as part of the implementation of its licensing policy 

statement. Licensing authorities are best placed to make decisions about appropriate 

opening hours in their areas based on their local knowledge and in consultation with 

responsible authorities. However, licensing authorities must always consider each 

application and must not impose predetermined licensed opening hours, without giving 

individual consideration to the merits of each application. 

10.14 Where there are objections to an application to extend the hours during which licensable 

activities are to be carried on and the licensing authority determines that this would 

undermine the licensing objectives, it may reject the application or grant it with 

appropriate conditions and/or different hours from those requested. 

10.15 Shops, stores and supermarkets should normally be free to provide sales of alcohol for 

consumption off the premises at any times when the retail outlet is open for shopping 

unless there are good reasons, based on the licensing objectives, for restricting those 

hours. 

The performance of plays 

10.16 The 2003 Act provides that other than for the purposes of public safety, conditions must 

not be attached to premises licences or club premises certificates authorising the 

performance of a play7 which attempt to censor or modify the content of plays in any 

way. Any such condition would be ultra vires the 2003 Act. 

Censorship 

10.17 In general, other than in the context of film classification for film exhibitions, licensing 

authorities should not use their powers under the 2003 Act to seek to impose conditions 

which censor the content of any form of regulated entertainment. This is not a proper 

function of licensing law and cannot be properly related to the licensing objectives. The 

content of regulated entertainment is a matter which is addressed by existing laws 

governing indecency and obscenity. Where the concern is about protecting children, 

their access should be restricted where appropriate. But no other limitation should 

normally be imposed. 

Major festivals and carnivals 

10.18 Licensing authorities should publicise the need for the organisers of major festivals and 

carnivals to approach them at the earliest opportunity to discuss arrangements for 

licensing activities falling under the 2003 Act. For some events, the organisers may 

seek a single premises licence to cover a wide range of activities at varied locations 

                                                
7
 See chapter 15 for when a performance of a play is licensable. 
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within the premises. This would involve the preparation of a substantial operating 

schedule, and licensing authorities should offer advice and assistance about its 

preparation. 

10.19 For other events, applications for many connected premises licences may be made 

which in combination will represent a single festival. It is important that licensing 

authorities should publicise the need for proper co-ordination of such arrangements and 

will need to ensure that responsible authorities are aware of the connected nature of the 

individual applications. 

10.20 Local authorities should bear in mind their ability to seek premises licences from the 

licensing authority for land or buildings under public ownership within the community in 

their own name.8 This could include, for example, village greens, market squares, 

promenades, community halls, local authority owned art centres and similar public areas 

where festivals and carnivals might take place.9  Performers and entertainers would 

then have no need to obtain a licence or give a temporary event notice themselves to 

enable them to give performances in these places, although they would need the 

permission of the local authority to put on the event. 

Fixed prices 

10.21 Licensing authorities should not attach standardised blanket conditions promoting fixed 

prices for alcoholic drinks to premises licences or club licences or club premises 

certificates in an area. This may be unlawful under current law. However, it is important 

to note that the mandatory conditions made under sections 19A and 73B of the 2003 

Act prohibit a number of types of drinks promotions including where they give rise to a 

significant risk to any one of the four licensing objectives; the mandatory conditions also 

prohibit the sale of alcohol below the permitted price, as defined in paragraph 10.56. 

10.22 Where licensing authorities are asked by the police, other responsible authorities or 

other persons to impose restrictions on promotions in addition to those restricted by the 

mandatory conditions, they should consider each application on its individual merits, 

tailoring any conditions carefully to cover only irresponsible promotions in the particular 

and individual circumstances of any premises where these are appropriate for the 

promotion of the licensing objectives. In addition, when considering any relevant 

representations which demonstrate a clear causal link between sales promotions or 

price discounting and levels of crime and disorder on or near the premises, it would be 

appropriate for the licensing authority to consider the imposition of a new condition 

prohibiting irresponsible sales promotions or the discounting of prices of alcoholic 

beverages at those premises. However, before pursuing any form of restrictions at all, 

licensing authorities should take their own legal advice. 

  

                                                
8
 No licence is required for any entertainment provided by or on behalf of a local authority, see paragraphs 15.16-15.19 

9
 The register of public spaces: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/licensed-spaces-register 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/licensed-spaces-register
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Large capacity venues used exclusively or primarily for the 
“vertical” consumption of alcohol (HVVDs) 

10.23 Large capacity “vertical drinking” premises, sometimes called High Volume Vertical 

Drinking establishments (HVVDs), are premises with exceptionally high capacities, 

which are used primarily or exclusively for the sale and consumption of alcohol, and 

have little or no seating for patrons. Previous research has demonstrated that the 

environment within such establishments can have a significant bearing on the likelihood 

of crime and disorder. 

10.24 Where appropriate, conditions can be attached to premises licences for the promotion of 

the prevention of crime and disorder at such premises that require the premises to 

observe: 

•  a prescribed capacity; 

•  an appropriate ratio of tables and chairs to customers based on the capacity; and 

•  a requirement that security staff holding the appropriate SIA licence or exemption are 

present to control entry for the purpose of compliance with the capacity limit and to 

deny entry to individuals who appear drunk or disorderly or both. 

Mandatory conditions in relation to the supply of alcohol 
 

10.25 The 2003 Act provides for the following mandatory conditions to be included in every 

licence and/or club premises certificate in the circumstances specified. 

Designated premises supervisor 

10.26 The 2003 Act provides that, where a premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol, 

it must include a condition that no supply of alcohol may be made at a time when no 

designated premises supervisor has been specified in the licence or at a time when the 

designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal licence or the personal 

licence has been suspended. 

10.27 The main purpose of the ‘designated premises supervisor’ as defined in the 2003 Act is 

to ensure that there is always one specified individual among these personal licence 

holders who can be readily identified for the premises where a premises licence is in 

force. That person will normally have been given day to day responsibility for running 

the premises by the premises licence holder. The requirements set out in relation to the 

designated premises supervisor and authorisation of alcohol sales by a personal licence 

holder do not apply to community premises in respect of which a successful application 

has been made to disapply the usual mandatory conditions in sections 19(2) and 19(3) 

of the 2003 Act (see Chapter 4 of this Guidance). 

10.28 The 2003 Act does not require a designated premises supervisor or any other personal 

licence holder to be present on the premises at all times when alcohol is sold. However, 

the designated premises supervisor and the premises licence holder remain responsible 

for the premises at all times including compliance with the terms of the 2003 Act and 

conditions attached to the premises licence to promote the licensing objectives. 
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Authorisation by personal licence holders 

10.29 In addition, every premises licence that authorises the sale of alcohol must require that 

every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by a 

person who holds a personal licence. This in most instances will be the designated 

premises supervisor who must hold a valid personal licence. Any premises at which 

alcohol is sold or supplied may employ one or more personal licence holders. This does 

not mean that the condition should require the presence of the designated premises 

supervisor or any other personal licence holder on the premises at all times. 

10.30 Similarly, the fact that every supply of alcohol must be made under the authority of a 

personal licence holder does not mean that only personal licence holders can make 

sales or that they must be personally present at every transaction. A personal licence 

holder may authorise members of staff to make sales of alcohol but may be absent at 

times from the premises when a transaction takes place. However, the responsible 

personal licence holder may not be able to escape responsibility for the actions of 

anyone authorised to make sales. 

10.31 “Authorisation” does not imply direct supervision by a personal licence holder of each 

sale of alcohol. The question arises as to how sales can be authorised. Ultimately, 

whether an authorisation has been given is a question of fact that would have to be 

decided by the courts on the evidence before it in the course of a criminal prosecution. 

10.32 The following factors should be relevant in considering whether or not an authorisation 

has been given: 

•  the person(s) authorised to sell alcohol at any particular premises should be clearly 

identified; 

•  the authorisation should have specified the acts which may be carried out by the 

person who is authorised to supply alcohol; 

•  there should be an overt act of authorisation, for example, a specific written 

statement given to the individual who is authorised to supply alcohol; and 

•  there should be in place sensible arrangements for the personal licence holder to 

monitor the activity that they have authorised on a reasonably regular basis. 

10.33 It is strongly recommended that personal licence holders give specific written 

authorisations to individuals whom they are authorising to retail alcohol. A single written 

authorisation would be sufficient to cover multiple sales over an unlimited period. This 

would assist personal licence holders in demonstrating due diligence should issues 

arise with enforcement authorities; and would protect employees if they themselves are 

challenged in respect of their authority to sell alcohol. 

10.34 Written authorisation is not a requirement of the 2003 Act and its absence alone could 

not give rise to enforcement action. 

10.35 It must be remembered that while the designated premises supervisor or a personal 

licence holder may authorise other individuals to sell alcohol in their absence, they are 

responsible for any sales that may be made. Similarly, the premises licence holder 

remains responsible for ensuring that licensing law and licence conditions are observed 

at the premises. 
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Arrangements for the mandatory licence conditions 

10.36 The mandatory conditions made under sections 19A and 73B of the 2003 Act (the 

conditions governing irresponsible promotions, dispensing alcohol directly into the 

mouth, provision of free tap water, age verification, small measures and the prohibition 

on sales of alcohol below the permitted price) do not have to be physically included in 

the licence or certificate but nonetheless will apply to every licence and certificate 

authorising the sale and supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises. The 

mandatory conditions set out in section 19 of the 2003 Act (the requirement for a DPS 

and for all sales to be made or authorised by a personal licence holder) do, however, 

have to be physically included in the licence. The mandatory licence conditions do not 

apply to activities (including the supply of alcohol) authorised by a temporary event 

notice. 

10.37 Whereas the initial mandatory conditions in section 19 of the 2003 Act are set out in 

Annex 1 of the licence, the additional mandatory conditions made under section 19A of 

the 2003 Act are treated as if they were included in existing licences and certificates on 

the date that those conditions came into force. 

10.38 Following their commencement, the mandatory conditions overrode any pre-existing 

conditions already included in a licence or certificate insofar as the mandatory 

conditions were identical to, or inconsistent with or more onerous than, any pre-existing 

conditions. It is not necessary to record on the face of existing licences and certificates 

the impact that the introduction of the mandatory conditions has had on pre-existing 

conditions. 

Irresponsible promotions 

10.39 Under this condition, the “responsible person” (defined in the 2003 Act as the holder of a 

premises licence, designated premises supervisor, a person aged 18 or over who is 

authorised to allow the sale or supply of alcohol by an under 18 or a member or officer 

of a club present on the club premises who can oversee the supply of alcohol) should 

be able to demonstrate that they have ensured that staff do not carry out, arrange or 

participate in any irresponsible promotions. An irresponsible promotion is one that fits 

one of the descriptions below (or is substantially similar), is carried on for the purpose of 

encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises. The aim of 

the condition is to prohibit or restrict promotions which encourage people to drink more 

than they might ordinarily do and in a manner which undermines the licensing 

objectives. 

Drinking games 

10.40 Drinking games which require or encourage individuals to drink a quantity of alcohol 

within a time limit, or drink as much alcohol as possible within a time limit or otherwise, 

are prohibited. For example, this may include organised ‘drink downing’ competitions. 

This would not prevent the responsible person from requiring all drinks to be consumed 

or abandoned at, or before, the closing time of the premises. Nor does it necessarily 

prohibit ‘happy hours’ as long as these are not designed to encourage individuals to 

drink excessively or rapidly. 
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Large quantities of alcohol for free or a fixed price 

10.41 Irresponsible promotions can include the provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities 

of alcohol free or for a fixed or discounted price, where there is a significant risk that 

such a promotion would undermine one or more of the licensing objectives. This 

includes alcohol provided to the public or to a group defined by a particular 

characteristic, for example, a promotion which offers women free drinks before a certain 

time or “all you can drink for £10”. Promotions can be designed with a particular group in 

mind (for example, over 65s). A common sense approach is encouraged, which may 

include specifying the quantity of alcohol included in it or not targeting a group which 

could become more vulnerable or present a greater risk of crime and disorder as a 

result of excessive alcohol consumption. 

Prizes and rewards 

10.42 The sale, supply or provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other item as a prize 

to encourage or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol can be within the 

definition of an irresponsible promotion, where there is a significant risk that such a 

promotion would undermine one or more of the licensing objectives. This may include 

promotions under which free or discounted alcohol is offered as a part of the sale of 

alcohol, for example, “Buy one and get two free” and “Buy one cocktail and get a 

second cocktail for 25p”. This includes promotions which involve the provision of free or 

discounted alcohol within the same 24 hour period. 

Posters and flyers 

10.43 Irresponsible promotions can also include the sale or supply of alcohol in association 

with promotional materials on display in or around the premises, which can either be 

reasonably considered to condone, encourage or glamorise anti social behaviour or 

refer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable manner. 

Dispensing alcohol directly into the mouth 

10.44 The responsible person (see paragraph 10.39) must ensure that no alcohol is dispensed 

directly into the mouth of a customer. For example, this may include drinking games 

such as the ‘dentist’s chair’ where a drink is poured continuously into the mouth of 

another individual and may also prevent a premises from allowing another body to 

promote its products by employing someone to dispense alcohol directly into customers’ 

mouths. An exception to this condition would be when an individual is unable to drink 

without assistance due to a disability. 

Free potable water 

10.45 The responsible person (see paragraph 10.39) must ensure that free potable water is 

provided on request to customers where it is reasonably available on the premises. 

What is meant by reasonably available is a question of fact; for example, it would not be 

reasonable to expect free tap water to be available in premises for which the water 

supply had temporarily been lost because of a broken mains water supply. However, it 

may be reasonable to expect bottled water to be provided in such circumstances. 
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Age verification 

10.46 The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an age 

verification policy applies to the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol. This 

must as a minimum require individuals who appear to the responsible person (see 

paragraph 10.39) to be under the age of 18 years of age to produce on request, before 

being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth, and either a 

holographic mark or ultraviolet feature. The Home Office encourages licensed premises 

to accept cards bearing the Proof of Age Standards Scheme (PASS) hologram as their 

preferred proof of age, while acknowledging that many other forms of identification meet 

the requirements of the mandatory condition. 

10.47 The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that staff 

(in particular, staff who are involved in the supply of alcohol) are made aware of the 

existence and content of the age verification policy which applies by the premises. 

10.48 The designated premises supervisor (where there is one) must ensure that the supply of 

alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification policy. This 

means that the DPS has personal responsibility for ensuring that staff are not only 

aware of, but are also applying, the age verification policy. 

10.49 It is acceptable, and indeed encouraged, for premises to have an age verification policy 

which requires individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under an age 

greater than 18 to produce such identification on request. For example, if premises have 

a policy that requires any individual that appears to be under the age of 21 to produce 

identification that meets the criteria listed above, this is perfectly acceptable under the 

mandatory code. 

10.50 Licence holders should consider carefully what steps they are required to take to comply 

with the age verification requirements under the 2003 Act in relation to sales of alcohol 

made remotely. These include sales made online, by telephone and mail order sales, 

and alcohol delivery services. Each of these sales must comply with the requirements of 

the 2003 Act. The mandatory condition requires that age verification takes place before 

a person is served alcohol. Where alcohol is sold remotely (for example, online) or 

through a telephone transaction, the sale is made at this point but the alcohol is not 

actually served until it is delivered to the customer. Age verification measures (for 

example, online age verification) should be used to ensure that alcohol is not sold to any 

person under the age of 18. However, licence holders should also consider carefully 

what steps are appropriate to ensure that age verification takes place before the alcohol 

is served (i.e. physically delivered) to the customer to be satisfied that the customer is 

aged 18 or over. It is, therefore, the responsibility of the person serving or delivering the 

alcohol to ensure that age verification has taken place and that photo ID has been 

checked if the person appears to be less than 18 years of age. 

Smaller measures 

10.51 The responsible person (see paragraph 10.39) shall ensure that the following drinks, if 

sold or supplied on the premises, are available in the following measures: 

•  Beer or cider: ½ pint 

•  Gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25ml or 35ml 

•  Still wine in a glass: 125ml 
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10.52 As well as making the drinks available in the above measures, the responsible person 

must also make customers aware of the availability of these measures by displaying 

them on printed materials available to customers on the premises. This can include 

making their availability clear on menus and price lists, and ensuring that these are 

displayed in a prominent and conspicuous place in the relevant premises (for example, 

at the bar). Moreover, staff must make customers aware of the availability of small 

measures when customers do not request that they be sold alcohol in a particular 

measure. 

10.53 This condition does not apply if the drinks in question are sold or supplied having been 

made up in advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container. For 

example, if beer is only available in pre-sealed bottles the requirement to make it 

available in 1/2 pints does not apply. 

10.54 The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that staff 

are made aware of the application of this condition. 

Ban on sales of alcohol below the permitted price 

10.55 The relevant person (the holder of the premises licence, the designated premises 

supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, the personal licence holder who makes 

or authorises a supply of alcohol under such a licence, or any member or officer of a 

club present on the premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to 

prevent the supply in question) shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for 

consumption on or off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 

10.56 The permitted price is defined as the aggregate of the duty chargeable in relation to the 

alcohol on the date of its sale or supply and the amount of that duty multiplied by a 

percentage which represents the rate of VAT chargeable in relation to the alcohol on the 

date of its sale or supply. Detailed guidance on how to make this calculation and a 

calculator to determine permitted prices for each product are available on the Home 

Office website. 

10.57 Where there is a change to the rate of duty or VAT applying to alcohol (for instance, 

following a Budget), the relevant person should ensure that the permitted price reflects 

the new rates within fourteen days of the introduction of the new rate. 

10.58 It is still permitted to sell alcohol using promotions (as long as they are compatible with 

any other licensing condition that may be in force), and the relevant person should 

ensure that the price of the alcohol is not less than the permitted price. Detailed 

guidance on the use of promotions is given in the guidance document available on the 

Gov.uk website. 

Exhibition of films 

10.59 The 2003 Act provides that where a premises licence or club premises certificate 

authorises the exhibition of a film, it must include a condition requiring the admission of 

children to films to be restricted in accordance with recommendations given either by a 

body designated under section 4 of the Video Recordings Act 1984 specified in the 

licence (currently only the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC)) or by the 

licensing authority itself. 

10.60 The effect of paragraph 5 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act is to exempt adverts from the 
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definition of regulated entertainment, but not exempt them from the definition of 

exhibition of a film. Since the above mandatory condition applies to ‘any film’, it is 

therefore applicable to the exhibition of adverts. 

Door supervision 

10.61 Under section 21 of the 2003 Act, when a condition is included in a premises licence 

that at specified times an individual must be present at the premises to carry out a 

security activity (as defined in section 21(3)(a) by reference to the Private Security 

Industry Act 2001 (“the 2001 Act”)), the licence must include a condition requiring that 

individual to be licensed by the Security Industry Authority (“the SIA”) under the 2001 

Act, or be entitled to carry out that activity by virtue of section 4 of the 2001 Act. 

10.62 A premises licence need not require a person to hold a licence granted by the SIA if that 

person benefits from an exemption under section 4 of the 2001 Act. For example, 

certain employees benefit from an exemption when carrying out conduct in connection 

with a certified sports ground (section 4(6) to (12)). Furthermore, in certain 

circumstances persons benefit from an exemption where they operate under the SIA’s 

Approved Contractor Scheme (section 15). 

10.63 Conditions under section 21 of the 2003 Act should only relate to individuals carrying 

out security activities defined by section 21(3)(a) of the 2003 Act. Therefore, they should 

only relate to an activity to which paragraph 2(1)(a) of Schedule 2 to the 2001 Act 

applies (certain manned guarding activities) and which is licensable conduct within the 

meaning of section 3(2) of that Act. The requirement does not relate to individuals 

performing non-security related activities, and section 21 should not be used in relation 

to any such activities. 

10.64 Section 21 of the 2003 Act continues to ensure that a premises licence need not impose 

such a requirement in relation to those licensed premises which the 2001 Act treats as 

unlicensed premises. Those are: 

•  premises in respect of which there is in force a premises licence authorising a 

performance of a play or an exhibition of a film; 

•  casinos or bingo halls licensed under the Gambling Act 2005; 

•  premises where a club certificate is in force when activities are being carried on 

under the authority of that certificate. 

See paragraph 8(3) of Schedule 2 to the 2001 Act for full details. 

10.65 It should be noted, however, that the 2001 Act will require contractors and a small 

number of employees (those managing/supervising and those supplied under contract) 

to be licensed as manned guards (rather than door supervisors) when undertaking 

licensable conduct on premises to which paragraph 8(3) of Schedule 2 to the 2001 Act 

applies. 

10.66 It is therefore important that if a licensing authority intends that individuals must be 

present to carry out security activities (as defined by section 21(3)(a) of the 2003 Act) 

this should be explicit, as should the mandatory condition for those individuals to hold 

an SIA licence or be entitled to carry out that activity by virtue of section 4 of the 2001 

Act. On the other hand, where a licensing authority intends that individuals must be 

present to carry out other activities (for example, activities related to safety or steward 

activities to organise, advise and direct members of the public), no mandatory condition 
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should be imposed under section 21 of the 2003 Act. In all cases it is important when 

determining whether or not a condition is to be imposed under section 21 of the 2003 

Act to consider whether the activities of any individual working in licensed premises fall 

within the definition of security activities in section 21(3)(a) of the 2003 Act. (Regardless 

of whether a condition is imposed under section 21 of the 2003 Act, under the 2001 Act 

the appropriate SIA licence must be held by any individual performing an activity for 

which they are licensable under that Act.) 
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16. Regulated entertainment 

Types of regulated entertainment 

16.1 Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act sets out what activities are regarded as the provision of 

regulated entertainment and when they are licensable and those activities which are not 

and therefore exempt from the regulated entertainment regime. Changes to regulated 

entertainment are due to take effect on 6 April 2015. Therefore, up until that date you 

should refer to chapter 16 of the guidance published in October 2014. 

16.2 The descriptions of entertainment activities licensable under the 2003 Act are: 

•  a performance of a play; 

•  an exhibition of a film; 

•  an indoor sporting event; 

•  a boxing or wrestling entertainment; 

•  a performance of live music; 

•  any playing of recorded music; 

•  a performance of dance; and 

•  entertainment of a similar description to a performance of live music, any playing of 

recorded music or a performance of dance. 

16.3 To be licensable, one or more of these activities needs to be provided for the purpose 

(at least partly) of entertaining an audience; has to be held on premises made available 

for the purpose of enabling that activity; and must also either: 

•  take place in the presence of a public audience, or 

•  where that activity takes place in private, be the subject of a charge made with a view 

to profit. 

16.4 Guidance around what constitutes audiences and private events is at paragraphs 16.11-

16.14. 

Overview of circumstances in which entertainment activities are 
not licensable 

16.5 There are a number of exemptions that mean that a licence (or other authorisation18) 

under the 2003 Act is not required. This Guidance cannot give examples of every 

eventuality or possible entertainment activity that is not licensable. However, the 

following activities are examples of entertainment which are not licensable: 

•  activities which involve participation as acts of worship in a religious context; 

•  activities in places of public religious worship; 

•  education – teaching students to perform music or to dance; 

•  the demonstration of a product – for example, a guitar – in a music shop; 

•  the rehearsal of a play or performance of music for a private audience where no 

charge is made with a view to making a profit; 

                                                
18

 The word ‘licence’ is typically used as a reference to all forms of authorisation 
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•  Morris dancing (or similar)19; 

•  Incidental music – the performance of live music or the playing of recorded music if it 

is incidental to some other activity20; 

•  Incidental film – an exhibition of moving pictures if it is incidental to some other 

activity21; 

•  A spontaneous performance of music, singing or dancing; 

•  Garden fetes – or similar if not being promoted or held for purposes of private gain; 

•  Films for advertisement, information, education or in museums or art galleries; 

•  Television or radio broadcasts – as long as the programme is live and simultaneous; 

•  Vehicles in motion – at a time when the vehicle is not permanently or temporarily 

parked; 

•  Games played in pubs, youth clubs etc. (e.g. pool, darts and table tennis); 

•  Stand-up comedy; and 

•  Provision of entertainment facilities (e.g. dance floors)22. 

16.6 As a result of deregulatory changes that have amended the 2003 Act23, no licence is 

required for the following activities: 

•  Plays: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, 

provided that the audience does not exceed 500. 

•  Dance: no licence is required for performances between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, 

provided that the audience does not exceed 50024. 

•  Films: no licence is required for ‘not-for-profit’ film exhibition held in community 

premises between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day provided that the audience does not 

exceed 500 and the organiser (a) gets consent to the screening from a person who is 

responsible for the premises; and (b) ensures that each such screening abides by 

age classification ratings. 

•  Indoor sporting events: no licence is required for an event between 08.00 and 23.00 

on any day, provided that those present do not exceed 1000. 

•  Boxing or wrestling entertainment: no licence is required for a contest, exhibition or 

display of Greco-Roman wrestling, or freestyle wrestling between 08.00 and 23.00 on 

any day, provided that the audience does not exceed 1000. 

•  Live music: no licence permission is required for: 

–  a performance of unamplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, 

on any premises. 

–  a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on 

premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on those premises, 

                                                
19

 Including any live music or playing of recorded music as an integral part of a performance of Morris dancing, or similar activity. 
20

 See paragraphs 16.57-16.61 
21

 See paragraphs 16.65-16.68 
22

 This was previously licensable under the 2003 Act until the commencement of the Live Music Act 2012. 
23

 The Live Music Act 2012 (“2012 Act”) http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/2; Licensing Act 2003 (Descriptions of 
Entertainment) (Amendment) Order 2013 (“2013 Order”) http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1578/contents/made ; The 
Legislative Reform (Entertainment Licensing) Order 2014 (“2014 Order”) 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3253/introduction/made; and the Deregulation Act 2015 (“2015 Act”). 
24

 But see paragraphs 16.47 -16.48 in relation to dance that is adult entertainment and remains licensable. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/2
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1578/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/1578/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3253/introduction/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3253/introduction/made
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provided that the audience does not exceed 50025. 

–  a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in 

a workplace26 that does not have a licence, provided that the audience does 

not exceed 500. 

–  a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in 

a church hall, village hall, community hall, or other similar community 

premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell alcohol, provided 

that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent 

for the performance from a person who is responsible for the premises. 

–  a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at 

the non-residential premises of (i) a local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a 

hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the 

organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) 

the local authority concerned, or (ii) the school or (iii) the health care provider 

for the hospital. 

•  Recorded Music: no licence permission is required for: 

–  any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day on 

premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on those premises, 

provided that the audience does not exceed 50027. 

–  any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, in a 

church hall, village hall, community hall, or other similar community premises, 

that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell alcohol, provided that (a) the 

audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the 

performance from a person who is responsible for the premises. 

–  any playing of recorded music between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day, at the 

non- residential premises of (i) a local authority, or (ii) a school, or (iii) a 

hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) the 

organiser gets consent for the performance on the relevant premises from: (i) 

the local authority concerned, or (ii) the school proprietor or (iii) the health care 

provider for the hospital. 

•  Cross activity exemptions: no licence is required between 08.00 and 23.00 on any 

day, with no limit on audience size for: 

–  any entertainment taking place on the premises of the local authority where 

the entertainment is provided by or on behalf of the local authority; 

–  any entertainment taking place on the hospital premises of the health care 

provider where the entertainment is provided by or on behalf of the health care 

provider; 

–  any entertainment taking place on the premises of the school where the 

entertainment is provided by or on behalf of the school proprietor; and 

–  any entertainment (excluding films and a boxing or wrestling entertainment) 

                                                
25

 Provided that a number of other important conditions are satisfied (see paragraphs 16.38-16.43). 
26

 The Live Music Act 2012 provides that if premises are licensed under the 2003 Act, they cannot also be treated as a 
workplace for the purpose of the 2012 Act. 
27

 Provided that a number of other important conditions are satisfied, see paragraphs 16.38-16.43. 
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taking place at a travelling circus, provided that (a) it takes place within a 

moveable structure that accommodates the audience, and (b) that the 

travelling circus has not been located on the same site for more than 28 

consecutive days. 

16.7 The deregulatory changes mean that, for example, an indoor sporting event that takes 

place between 07.00 and 23.30 on a particular day is licensable in respect of activities 

taking place between 07.00-08.00 and 23.00-23.30. Similarly, where the audience for a 

performance of dance fluctuates, those activities are licensable if, and for so long as, 

the number of people in the audience exceeds 500. If organisers are uncertain as to 

audience sizes or if audience migration is likely28, it might be easier and more flexible to 

secure an appropriate authorisation. Examples of where a Temporary Event Notice 

(TEN)29 could still be required include if the activity is the playing of recorded music or 

the exhibition of a film that requires an authorisation; or if the entertainment is not 

authorised by an existing licence or certificate and its conditions. 

16.8 Of course, anyone involved in the organisation or provision of entertainment activities – 

whether or not any such activity is licensable under the 2003 Act – must comply with 

any applicable duties that may be imposed by other legislation relevant to the event 

(e.g. in areas such as crime and disorder, fire, health and safety, noise, nuisance and 

planning).30 Any such person should take steps to be aware of relevant best practice, 

and may find responsible authorities a useful source of expert support and advice. 

16.9 The various effects of the changes made to entertainment licensing by the set of 

deregulatory changes between 2012 and 201531 are described in greater detail in 

subsequent paragraphs: 

•  Music entertainment, see in particular paragraphs: 16.20-16.21; 16.26-16.33; and 

16.36-16.44; 

•  Plays, dance, and indoor sporting events, see in particular paragraphs: 16.34-16.35 

and 16.45-16.48; 

•  Local authority, hospital and school premises, see in particular paragraphs: 16.16-

16.20 

•  Community premises, see in particular paragraphs: 16.21-16.24 and 16.34-16.35 

•  Circuses, see in particular paragraph 16.25 

•  Boxing or wrestling entertainment, see in particular paragraphs: 16.49-16.51. 

  

                                                
28

 See paragraph 16.12 
29

 See chapter 7 
30

 See paragraphs 16.70-16.72 in relation to other licensing regimes 
31

 An entertainment activity may meet the conditions of more than one exemption 
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General circumstances in which entertainment activities are 
licensable 

16.10 An authorisation for regulated entertainment is always required for entertainment 

activities that take place before 08.00 or after 23.00, unless exempted under any other 

provision of the 2003 Act, as amended32. 

Audience 

16.11 For the purposes of regulated entertainment, the term “audience” refers to any person 

for whose entertainment (at least in part) any licensable activities are provided. An 

audience member need not be, or want to be, entertained: what matters is that an 

audience is present33 and that the purpose of the licensable activity is (at least in part) 

intended to entertain any person present34. The audience will not include performers, 

together with any person who contributes technical skills in substantial support of a 

performer (for example, a sound engineer or stage technician), during any associated 

activities. This includes setting up before the entertainment, reasonable breaks 

(including intervals) between activities and packing up thereafter. Similarly, security staff 

and bar workers will not form part of the audience while undertaking their duties. 

16.12 More than one entertainment activity (or for a single activity, more than one 

performance or event) can be held concurrently, provided that the audience for each 

such performance or event does not exceed the threshold at which such a performance 

or event becomes licensable. In some circumstances, there will be a clear distinction 

between performances or events; for example, their taking place in separate rooms or 

on separate floors. However, organisers will have to ensure that audiences do not grow 

or migrate, so that the audience exceeds the relevant limit for any one performance or 

event at any time. If there is the possibility of audience migration, it might be easier and 

more flexible to secure an appropriate authorisation. 

Private events 

16.13 Events held in private are not licensable unless those attending are charged for the 

entertainment with a view to making a profit (including raising money for charity). For 

example, where a party is held for friends in a private dwelling featuring amplified live 

music, if a charge or contribution is made solely to cover the costs of the entertainment, 

the activity is not regulated entertainment. Similarly, any charge made to the organiser 

of a private event by musicians, other performers, or their agents does not of itself make 

that entertainment licensable – it would only do so if the guests attending were 

themselves charged by the organiser for that entertainment with a view to achieving a 

profit. The fact that this might inadvertently result in the organiser making a profit would 

be irrelevant, as long as there had not been an intention to make a profit. 

16.14 Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act also makes it clear that before entertainment is regarded as 

                                                
32

 See examples at paragraph 16.5 
33

 In some circumstances, such as un-ticketed live music events, a degree of judgement may be required as to whether persons 
are part of an audience.  Factors to consider could include whether a person is within the perimeter of the premises, the audible 
range of the performance, and their visibility of the entertainment. In order to meet the definition of an entertainment activity in 
the 2003 Act, the activity must take place in the presence of an audience and be provided for the purpose, or for purposes which 
include the purpose of, entertaining that audience. 
34

 For example, a darts championship competition hosted in part to entertain an audience could be a licensable activity, but a 
pub game of darts played for the enjoyment of the participants is not licensable. 
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being provided for consideration, a charge has to be: 

•  made by or on behalf of a person concerned with the organisation or management of 

the entertainment; and 

•  paid by or on behalf of some or all of the persons for whom the entertainment is 

provided. 

Circumstances in which entertainment activities are no longer 
licensable 

16.15 No licence is required for certain entertainment activities on specified premises, as 

follows: 

Local authorities, hospital healthcare providers and school proprietors: 
cross-entertainment activity exemption 

16.16 No licence is required for any entertainment provided by or on behalf of a local authority, 

health care provider, or school proprietor to the extent that it takes place on defined 

premises, between 08.00-23.00 on any day provided that: 

•  for entertainment provided by, or on behalf of, a local authority it takes places on 

premises in which that authority has a relevant property interest, or is in lawful 

occupation; 

•  for entertainment provided by, or on behalf of, a health care provider it takes place on 

any premises forming part of a hospital in which the provider has a relevant property 

interest, or is in lawful occupation; and 

•  for entertainment provided by, or on behalf of, a school proprietor it takes place on 

the premises of the school. 

16.17 This Guidance cannot give examples of every eventuality where entertainment is not 

licensable under this exemption through being provided “by or on behalf of”. It will 

depend on the facts in each case. However, the following are examples of activities that 

are not usually considered to be licensable under this exemption: 

•  Any entertainment activity hosted by a local authority on their own premises, where 

there is a significant relationship between the local authority and the provider of the 

entertainment (e.g. principal and agent); 

•  Any entertainment activity organised on a local authority’s behalf on that local 

authority’s premises by a cultural trust in discharge of a local authority’s discretionary 

power to arrange entertainment provision and support for the arts, including festivals 

and celebrations. 

•  Any entertainment activity organised by a healthcare provider on their own hospital 

premises in partnership with a hospital charity; 

•  Any entertainment event on school premises organised by the Parent Teacher 

Association (PTA) to benefit the school. 

16.18 It is for the local authority, health care provider or school proprietor to determine whether, 

and on what basis, they can (or wish) to provide entertainment activity under this 

exemption, including consideration of issues around fundraising, profit making, 

governance or use of public funds. However a pure hire of premises by a third party35 

                                                
35

 But see paragraph 16.20 
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does not constitute the provision of an entertainment event “on behalf of” a local authority, 

healthcare provider, or school proprietor and nor does commercial entertainment which 

the local authority36 merely facilitates through providing a public space37. 

16.19 All the terms used in this exemption, such as “local authority”, “health care”, “health care 

provider”, “hospital”, “school”, “school premises”, “school proprietor”, “domestic 

premises” and “relevant property interest” are defined in the 2014 Order38. 

Local authority, hospital and school premises: third party music 
entertainment 

16.20 No licence is required for a performance of live music or the playing of recorded music 

on local authority, hospital or school premises, that are not domestic premises, between 

08.00-23.00 on any day provided that: 

•  it is performed in front of an audience of no more than 500 people; and 

•  a person concerned in the organisation or management of the music entertainment 

has obtained the prior written consent39 of the local authority, health care provider or 

school proprietor (as appropriate) for that entertainment to take place. It is for these 

“trusted providers” to determine whether, or not, they wish to make their premises 

available for music entertainment by a 3rd party and on what terms they deem it 

appropriate. 

Community premises: music entertainment 

16.21 No licence is required for a performance of live music or the playing of recorded music 

on community premises40, between 08.00-23.00 on any day provided that: 

•  the community premises are not authorised, by a premises licence or club premises 

certificate, to be used for the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises41; 

•  the music entertainment is in the presence of an audience of no more than 500 

people; and 

•  a person concerned in the organisation or management of the music entertainment 

has obtained the prior written consent42 of the management committee of the 

premises, or if there is no management committee, a person who has control of the 

premises in connection with the carrying on by that person of a trade, business or 

other undertaking, or failing that a person with a relevant property interest in the 

premises. 

                                                
36

 Or healthcare provider or school proprietor. 
37

 The exemption would similarly not apply, for example, to a commercial company operating on premises belonging to a local 
authority under a long term lease. 
38

 See footnote 20 
39

 This requirement is designed to ensure that those responsible for the premises hosting the entertainment have considered 
and approved the effect of the event on other users of their premises and the wider community. 
40

 The definition of community premises is covered in paragraphs 4.56-4.60 of this Guidance. A community premises is likely to 
be multi-functional and ‘other similar building’ within the definition cannot be stretched to ordinarily include a public house, a 
bingo hall, or other business premises or private property. 
41

 Where a community premises is licensed for the supply of alcohol by a premises licence (or exceptionally a club premises 
certificate), then any performance of live music or the playing of recorded music on relevant alcohol licensed premises may be 
subject to the conditional deregulation described in paragraphs 16.26-16.33. 
42

 See footnote 36 
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Community premises: exhibition of film 

16.22 No licence43 is required for an exhibition of a film on community premises44 between 

08.00-23.00 on any day provided that: 

•  the film entertainment is not provided with a view to profit45; 

•  the film entertainment is in the presence of an audience of no more than 500 people; 

•  the admission of children is subject to such restrictions as are necessary to comply 

with the recommendation issued by the BBFC or relevant licensing authority 

regarding the admission of children; and 

•  a person concerned in the organisation or management of the exhibition of the film 

has obtained the prior written consent46 of the management committee of the 

premises, or if there is no management committee, a person who has control of the 

premises in connection with the carrying on by that person of a trade, business or 

other undertaking, or failing that a person with a relevant property interest in the 

premises. 

16.23 Under this exemption, one condition is that the film entertainment is not being provided 

with a view to profit47. An entry charge does not of itself make the film entertainment 

licensable; it is whether the organiser intended to make a profit (that includes raising 

money for charity). A charge or contribution that is made solely to cover the costs of the 

film screening48 is consistent with ‘not being provided with a view to profit’. The ‘not with 

a view to profit’ condition applies solely to the activity of exhibiting the film under this 

exemption. A charge with a view to making a profit may legitimately be levied for any 

other activity or event that is distinct from film admission, such as the provision of 

refreshments, film talks, or a social event. 

16.24 This community film exemption is also conditional on those responsible having in place 

operating arrangements that ensure that the age rating for the film is implemented by 

means of a suitable child admission policy49. How this is achieved is a matter for the 

organisation or social group exhibiting the film. For example, they may operate a 

membership subscription scheme which pays for entry to all titles in a season and is 

limited to adults. It could be a children’s film club with a policy of only showing films that 

are suitable for all by being rated ‘U’ by the BBFC. Alternatively, the organisers could 

sell tickets to the public and ensure that children are only permitted to attend in 

accordance with any age rating for the film – i.e. a door admissions policy linked to proof 

of age. 

  

                                                
43

 However, see paragraph 16.70 in relation to copyright 
44

 See footnote 37 
45

 See paragraph 16.23 
46

 See footnote 36 
47

 ‘not provided with a view to profit’ is the inverse of ‘with a view to profit’ mentioned in paragraph 16.13 
48

 Legitimate costs of a film screening would include overheads directly relevant to providing the film entertainment (e.g. 
premises hire, film hire, equipment etc.) 
49

 See 3rd bullet point in paragraph 16.22 
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Travelling circuses 

16.25 Where types of entertainment are present in a performance by a travelling circus50 they 

will not be licensable provided that certain qualifying conditions are met51. The qualifying 

conditions are that: 

•  the entertainment is not an exhibition of a film or a boxing or wrestling entertainment; 

•  the entertainment takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day; 

•  the entertainment takes place wholly within a moveable structure and the audience 

present is accommodated wholly inside that moveable structure; and 

•  the travelling circus has not been located on the same site for more than 28 

consecutive days. 

Live music 

16.26 Live music is licensable: 

•  where a performance of live music – whether amplified or unamplified – takes place 

before 08.00 or after 23.00 on any day; 

•  where a performance of amplified live music does not take place either on relevant 

licensed premises, or at a workplace that is not licensed other than for the provision 

of late night refreshment; 

•  where a performance of amplified live music takes place at a time when the relevant 

licensed premises are not open for the purposes of being used for the sale or supply 

of alcohol for consumption on the premises52; 

•  where a performance of amplified live music takes place at relevant licensed 

premises, or workplaces53, in the presence of an audience of more than 500 

people54; or 

•  where a licensing authority intentionally removes the effect of the deregulation 

provided for by the 2003 Act when imposing a condition on a premises licence or club 

premises certificate as a result of a licence review55. 

16.27 In any of the above circumstances, unless the performance of live music is appropriately 

authorised by a premises licence, club premises certificate or TEN, allowing it to take 

place could lead to enforcement action and, where relevant, a review of the alcohol 

licence or certificate. 

16.28 A public performance of live unamplified music that takes place between 08.00 and 

23.00 on the same day no longer requires a licence under the 2003 Act in any location. 

An exception to this is where a specific condition related to live music is included 

following a review of the premises licence or club premises certificate in respect of 

relevant licensed premises. 

                                                
50

 ‘Travelling circus’ is defined in the 2014 Order as meaning a circus which travels from site to site for the purpose of giving 
performances. Musical entertainment at a travelling fairground is likely to be incidental to the main attractions and rides that are 
not themselves regulated entertainment. 
51

 There is no audience limit for this exemption, but the conditions are designed to ensure that deregulation does not have 
unintended consequences for the licensing objectives – e.g. only bona fide travelling circuses qualify. 
52

 See Chapter 3 of this Guidance 
53

 See paragraph 16.31 
54

 The 2014 Order substituted “500” for “200” that was in the 2012 Act 
55

 See paragraphs 16.55-16.56 
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16.29 As a result of the amendments to the 2003 Act, section 177 of the 2003 Act now only 

applies to performances of dance56. 

Key terms used in relation to live music 

16.30 Under the live music provisions, “music” includes vocal or instrumental music or any 

combination of the two. “Live music” is a performance of live music in the presence of 

an audience which it is intended to entertain. While a performance of live music can 

include the playing of some recorded music, ‘live’ music requires that the performance 

does not consist entirely of the playing of recorded music without any additional 

(substantial and continual) creative contribution being made. So, for example, a drum 

machine or backing track being used to accompany a vocalist57 or a band would be part 

of the performance of amplified live music. The performance of a DJ who is merely 

playing tracks would not be classified as live music, but it might if he or she was 

performing a set which largely consisted of mixing recorded music in a live performance 

to create new sounds58. There will inevitably be a degree of judgement as to whether a 

performance is live music (or recorded music) and organisers of events should check 

with their licensing authority if this consideration is relevant to whether the activity is 

authorised by a licence or certificate. In the event of a dispute about whether a 

performance is live music or not, it will be for the licensing authority initially and 

ultimately, for the courts to decide in the individual circumstances of any case. 

16.31 A “workplace” is as defined in regulation 2(1) of the Workplace (Health, Safety and 

Welfare) Regulations 1992 and is anywhere that is made available to any person as a 

place of work. It is a very wide term which can include outdoor spaces, as well as the 

means of entry and exit. 

16.32 A “relevant licensed premises” for the purposes of this chapter is one which is 

authorised to sell or supply alcohol for consumption on the premises by a premises 

licence or club premises certificate. Premises cannot benefit from the deregulation 

introduced by the 2012 Act by virtue of holding an authorisation for the sale or supply of 

alcohol under a TEN.59 

Recorded music 

16.33 No licence is required for recorded music where it takes place on premises which are 

authorised by a premises licence or club premises certificate to be used for the supply 

of alcohol for consumption on the premises. However, recorded music remains 

licensable: 

•  where the playing of recorded music takes places before 08.00 or after 23.00 on any 

day; 

•  where the playing of recorded music takes place at a time when the relevant licensed 

premises are not open for the purposes of being used for the sale or supply of 

alcohol for consumption on the premises;60 

•  where the playing of recorded music takes place at relevant licensed premises in the 

                                                
56

 See paragraph 2.13. Post the 2013 Order, Section177 can be relevant to a performance of dance after 23.00 on any day 
57

 Karaoke is generally classed as a performance of live music 
58

 This would include ‘scratching’ 
59

 TENs are covered in chapter 7 
60

 See Chapter 3 of this Guidance 
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presence of an audience of more than 500 people; and 

•  where a licensing authority intentionally removes the effect of the deregulation 

provided for by the 2003 Act (as amended).61 

Plays and dance 

16.34 No licence is required for a performance of a play or dance to the extent that certain 

qualifying conditions62 are satisfied. However a performance of a play or dance remains 

licensable: 

•  where the performance takes places before 08.00 or after 23.00 on any day; or 

•  where the performance takes place in the presence of an audience of more than 500 

people. 

Indoor Sport 

16.35 No licence is required for an indoor sporting event to the extent that certain qualifying 

conditions63 are satisfied. However an indoor sporting event remains licensable: 

•  where the event takes places before 08.00 or after 23.00 on any day; 

•  where the event takes place in the presence of more than 1000 spectators. 

Licence conditions 

Live Music or recorded music 

16.36 Any existing licence conditions64 (or conditions added on a determination of an 

application for a premises licence or club premises certificate65) which relate to live 

music or recorded music remain in place, but are suspended between the hours of 

08.00 and 23.00 on the same day where the following conditions are met: 

•  at the time of the music entertainment, the premises are open for the purposes of 

being used for the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises; 

•  if the music is amplified, it takes place before an audience of no more than 500 

people; and 

•  the music takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day. 

16.37 Whether a licence condition relates to live or recorded music will be a matter of fact in 

each case. In some instances, it will be obvious that a condition relates to music and will 

be suspended, for example “during performances of live music all doors and windows 

must remain closed”. In other instances, it might not be so obvious: for example, a 

condition stating “during performances of regulated entertainment all doors and 

windows must remain closed” would be suspended insofar as it relates to music 

between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day to an audience of up to 500, but the 

condition would continue to apply if there was regulated entertainment after 23.00. 

16.38 More general licence conditions (e.g. those relating to overall management of potential 

noise nuisance) that are not specifically related to the provision of entertainment (e.g. 
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 This would be by way of imposing a condition on a premises licence or club premises certificate as a result of a licence 
review, see paragraphs 16.55-16.56 
62

 See paragraphs 16.6 and 16.45-16.48 
63

 See paragraph 16.6. 
64

 In relation to relevant licensed premises, see paragraph 16.32 
65

 See paragraphs 16.39-16.40 
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signage asking patrons to leave quietly) will continue to have effect. 

16.39 Chapter 9 of this Guidance sets out how a licensing authority must determine 

applications for a new licence or to vary an existing premises licence. Licence 

conditions imposed, in accordance with paragraphs 9.41 to 9.43, for live or recorded 

music activities will only apply if the activity meets the criteria of having more than 500 

people present, and/or the activities are taking place between 23.00 and 08.00. 

16.40 These conditions will, in effect, be suspended between 08.00 and 23.00 if a 

performance of live music or the playing of recorded music takes place before an 

audience of 500 people or fewer, but will remain on the face of the licence for when 

these activities may take place under other circumstances. 

16.41 Where a performance of live music or the playing of recorded music on relevant 

licensed premises is not licensable, it remains possible for anyone to apply for a review 

of a licence or certificate, if there are appropriate grounds to do so.66 

Beer gardens 

16.42 Beer gardens are often included as part of a premises licence or club premises 

certificate. Live amplified music that takes place in a beer garden is exempt from 

licensing requirements, provided the beer garden is included in the licence or certificate 

applying to the relevant licensed premises, and the performance takes place between 

08.00 and 23.00 on the same day before an audience of 500 people or fewer. 

16.43 Where a beer garden does not form part of the relevant licensed premises and so is not 

included in plans attached to a premises licence or club premises certificate, it is 

nevertheless very likely that it will be a workplace67. Paragraph 12B of Schedule 1 to the 

2003 Act says that a performance of live music in a workplace that does not have a 

licence (except to provide late night refreshment) is not regulated entertainment if it 

takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day in front of an audience of no 

more than 500 people. Note that the exemption in paragraph 12B does not apply to the 

playing of recorded music. 

16.44 However, a licensing authority may, where justified68, impose a licence condition that 

relates to the performance of live music in an unlicensed beer garden being served by 

any associated premises licence or club premises certificate. Provided such a condition 

is lawfully imposed, it takes effect in accordance with its terms. 

Plays, dance and indoor sport 

16.45 Where qualifying conditions are satisfied69, any current licence condition that relates to 

a performance of a play or dance, or an indoor sporting event for which a licence is no 

longer required will (except in the circumstances described in the next paragraph) have 

no effect. 

16.46 Where, however, these non-licensable activities take place at the same time as other 
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 See paragraphs 16.55-16.56 and chapter 11. 
67

 A beer garden is one example of a potential workplace, see paragraph 16.31. Whether other outdoor spaces (such as seating 
adjacent to a premises, a smoking shelter, or a car park) constitute a workplace, part of the licensed premises, or neither, will be 
a matter of fact in each case. 
68

 Including on a licence review 
69

 See paragraph 16.6 
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activities for which a licence is required (e.g. the sale or supply of alcohol for 

consumption on the premises), conditions included in a licence may nevertheless apply 

to the non-licensable activities in the circumstances set out in paragraphs 16.52 and 

16.53 (conditions relating to other non-licensable activities). 

16.47 Dance that is sufficiently sexual in nature continues to be regulated. Performances of 

dance which are “relevant entertainment” within the meaning of the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 (“the 1982 Act”) are not deregulated, regardless of 

the size of the audience or the time of day. “Relevant entertainment” is defined in the 

1982 Act as a live performance or live display of nudity that, ignoring financial gain, can 

be assumed to be provided solely or principally for the purpose of sexually stimulating 

any member of the audience.70 

16.48 In almost all cases where a performance of dance is potentially licensable as both the 

provision of relevant entertainment (under the 1982 Act) and regulated entertainment 

(under the 2003 Act), the 1982 Act disapplies the entertainment licensing regime in the 

2003 Act in favour of its stricter regime for the control of sex establishments. However, 

an authorisation under the 2003 Act rather than the 1982 Act will continue to be required 

where: 

•  the premises are not licensed as a sex entertainment venue under the 1982 Act, and 

•  relevant entertainment has been provided at those premises on no more than 11 

occasions in any 12 month period, with none of those occasions lasting longer than 

24 hours or taking place within a month of any other such occasion. 

Boxing or wrestling entertainment and conditions relating to combined 
fighting sports 

16.49 An indoor boxing or wrestling entertainment cannot also be an indoor sporting event, 

and any contest, exhibition or display that combines boxing or wrestling with one or 

more martial arts (‘combined fighting sports’) is – whether indoors or not – a boxing or 

wrestling entertainment. 

16.50 Where a premises licence or club premises certificate purports to authorise a boxing or 

wrestling entertainment or combined fighting sports as an ‘indoor sporting event’, the 

2013 Order provides that the authorisation will be treated as having authorised those 

activities as a boxing or wrestling entertainment. Those activities will continue to be 

subject to any relevant conditions attached to that authorisation. 

16.51 A contest, exhibition or display of Greco-Roman wrestling, or of freestyle wrestling, 

between two participants (regardless of their sex) does not require a licence provided 

that certain qualifying conditions are met. They are that: 

•  it takes place in the presence of no more than 1,000 spectators; 

•  it takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day; and 

•  it take place wholly inside a building and the spectators present at that entertainment 

are accommodated wholly inside that building. 

                                                
70

 Home Office Guidance is available at: 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100413151441/http://crimereduction.homeoffice.gov.uk/crimereduction057a.pdf  

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100413151441/http:/crimereduction.homeoffice.gov.uk/crimereduction057a.pdf
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Conditions relating to other non-licensable activities 

16.52 If appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives, and if there is a link to 

remaining licensable activities, conditions that relate to non-licensable activities can be 

added to or altered on that premises licence or club premises certificate at review 

following problems occurring at the premises. This has been a feature of licence 

conditions since the 2003 Act came into force. A relevant example could be the use of 

conditions relating to large screen broadcasts of certain sporting events which, 

combined with alcohol consumption, could create a genuine risk to the promotion of the 

licensing objectives. It is also not uncommon for licence conditions relating to the sale of 

alcohol to restrict access to outside areas, such as unlicensed beer gardens, after a 

certain time. 

16.53 Similarly, while karaoke no longer needs licensing as the provision of entertainment 

facilities71 (and will generally be classed as a performance of live music72) it might, for 

example, be possible on review to limit the use or volume of a microphone made 

available for customers on an ‘open-mic’ night (which encompasses more than just live 

music), if a problem had occurred because of customers purchasing alcohol for 

consumption on the premises becoming louder and less aware of causing noise 

nuisance later in the evening. Another example might be a condition restricting access 

to a dance floor at certain times, where the presence of customers in close proximity 

who had been consuming alcohol on the premises had led to serious disorder. In the 

first instance it is for the licensing authority to satisfy itself that a particular condition is 

appropriate and lawful in each case. 

Removing licence conditions 

16.54 A licence holder who wishes to remove conditions relating to activities that are no longer 

licensable73 may apply to the licensing authority for a licence variation. In the course of 

considering such applications, licensing authorities should remove such conditions 

unless there are sufficiently serious and specific concerns about the effects of hosting 

deregulated entertainment activities along with the remaining licensable activities taking 

place in the premises. 

Licence reviews: Live and recorded music 

16.55 On a review of a premises licence or club premises certificate, section 177A(3) of the 

2003 Act permits a licensing authority to lift the suspension74 and give renewed effect 

to an existing condition relating to music. Similarly, under section 177A(4), a licensing 

authority may add a condition relating to music as if music were regulated 

entertainment, and as if that premises licence or club premises certificate licensed the 

music. In both instances the condition should include a statement that Section 177A 

does not apply to the condition. 

16.56 An application for a review in relation to relevant premises can be made by a licensing 
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 As a result of the 2012 Act 
72

 Karaoke is generally classed as a ‘performance of live music’, and provided that it is genuinely taking place, it is not like ly to 
be classed as the ‘playing of recorded music’ 
73

 A licence holder may favour removal if the previously licensable activity has “grandfather” conditions that are out of date, or 
unclear. Where such a condition in relation to live or recorded music is suspended, then the licence holder may wish to avoid 
any prospect of the condition being given renewed effect (were a suspension to be lifted following a licence review). 
74

 See paragraph 16.38. 
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authority, any responsible authority or any other person. Applications for review must 

still be relevant to one or more of the licensing objectives and meet a number of further 

requirements75. 

Incidental music 

16.57 The performance of live music or playing of recorded music is not regulated 

entertainment under the 2003 Act if it is ‘incidental’ to another activity “which is not itself 

a description of entertainment falling within paragraph 2” of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act. 

16.58 The incidental music exemption can apply to an indoor sporting event or a performance 

of a play or dance for which no licence is required, as it takes place between 08.00 and 

23.00 on the same day and before an audience which does not exceed the relevant 

limit. This is because such an activity is no longer a description of entertainment within 

the meaning of paragraph 2 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act. This means that, while a 

performance of live music or the playing of recorded music cannot be incidental to a 

boxing or wrestling entertainment76 such music may be within the scope of the 

incidental music exemption for an indoor sporting event or performance of a play or 

dance for which no licence is required. 

16.59 Whether or not music is “incidental” to another activity will depend on the facts of each 

case. In considering whether or not live or recorded music is incidental, one relevant 

factor could be whether, against a background of the other activities already taking 

place, the addition of music will create the potential to undermine the promotion of one 

or more of the four licensing objectives of the 2003 Act. Other factors might include 

some or all of the following: 

•  Is the music the main, or one of the main, reasons for people attending the premises 

and being charged? 

•  Is the music advertised as the main attraction? 

•  Does the volume of the music disrupt or predominate over other activities, or could it 

be described as ‘background’ music? 

16.60 Conversely, factors which would not normally be relevant in themselves include: 

•  the number of musicians, e.g. an orchestra providing incidental music at a large 

exhibition; 

•  whether musicians are paid; 

•  whether the performance is pre-arranged; and 

•  whether a charge is made for admission to the premises. 

16.61 In any disputed case, it will be for the licensing authority initially and, ultimately, for the 

courts to consider whether music is “incidental” in the individual circumstances of any 

case. 
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 See Chapter 11 for more information about reviews under the 2003 Act. 
76

 And as such, the music entertainment needs to be authorised under the 2003 Act. This would include music during a Greco-
Roman or freestyle wrestling entertainment. While, depending on the circumstances, the Greco-Roman or freestyle wrestling 
may, or may not be licensable, it is still within the ‘description’ of a ‘wrestling entertainment’. 
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Busking 

16.62 Busking or street performance is the practice of performing in public spaces for money. 

Performances are not limited to music or singing and can take the form of a wide range 

of activities that people find entertaining. 

16.63 Busking is generally not licensable under the 2003 Act as: 

•  it often occurs in a place that is not a premises made available (at least in part) for 

the purposes of providing entertainment77; 

•  the entertainment is usually incidental to another activity, such as shopping or 

sightseeing, as there are few circumstances in which anyone would go out 

specifically to watch buskers; and 

•  any unamplified live music is not licensable between 08.00 and 23.0078. 

16.64 Local authorities may have policies on busking, including codes of conduct or permit 

regimes and occasionally byelaws and legislation specific to a local authority – although 

many localities have no policy or restrictions. 

Incidental film 

16.65 An exhibition of a film within the meaning of paragraph 15 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act 

is not regulated entertainment if it is ‘incidental’ to another activity “which is not itself a 

description of entertainment falling within paragraph 2” of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act. 

16.66 The incidental film exemption can apply to an indoor sporting event or a performance of 

a play or dance for which no licence is required as it takes place between 08.00 and 

23.00 on the same day before an audience which does not exceed the relevant limit. 

Such activities would no longer be a description of entertainment within the meaning of 

paragraph 2 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act. This means that, while any exhibition of 

moving pictures cannot be incidental to a boxing or wrestling entertainment79, such film 

displays may be within the scope of the incidental film exemption for an indoor sporting 

event or performance of a play or dance for which no licence is required.80 

16.67 Whether or not an exhibition of moving pictures is “incidental” to another activity will 

depend on the facts of each case. In considering whether or not film is incidental, one 

relevant factor could be whether, against a background of the other activities already 

taking place, the addition of an exhibition of moving images will create the potential to 

undermine the promotion of one or more of the four licensing objectives of the 2003 Act. 

This would mean that if the BBFC or the relevant licensing authority has given an age 

rating to a film, video, or music video, then to qualify for the “incidental film” licensing 

exemption, the admission of children to the premises will need to be restricted in 

accordance with the appropriate age rating. But that is one aspect of one relevant 

factor. Other factors to consider in assessing whether film is incidental might include 

some or all of the following: 
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 See paragraph 16.3 
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 See paragraph 16.28 
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 And as such, the film display needs to be authorised under the 2003 Act. This would include moving pictures during a Greco-
Roman or freestyle wrestling entertainment. While, depending on the circumstances, the Greco- Roman or freestyle wrestling 
may, or may not be licensable, it is still within the ‘description’ of a ‘wrestling entertainment’. 
80

 For indoor sporting events, it takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 in front of an audience which does not exceed 1,000. 
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•  Is the film the main, or one of the main, reasons for people attending the premises 

and being charged? 

•  Is the film advertised as the main attraction? 

•  Does the screening of the film predominate over other activities, or could it be 

described as ‘background’ images? 

•  Does the appearance of moving pictures within another entertainment activity, for 

which no licence is required (e.g. a performance of a play or dance81), undermine the 

promotion of the licensing objectives? 

16.68 In any disputed case, it will be for the licensing authority initially and, ultimately, for the 

courts to consider whether film is “incidental” in the individual circumstances of any 

case. 

Entertainment activity provided as part of childcare 

16.69 Entertainment activity that is provided as part of childcare will generally not be 

licensable. This includes entertainment activity in a nursery or private home. In addition, 

paragraph 5 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act includes a licensing exemption for an 

exhibition of a film where the main purpose is to provide education. Education will 

generally include all forms of pre-school child and day care. Furthermore, an exhibition 

of a film, or the playing of live or recorded music, will generally be incidental to the 

activity of childcare and so the incidental music and film exemption in paragraph 7 of 

Schedule 1 will also apply82. This will generally be the case for any entertainment 

activity organised as part of wraparound childcare83, including breakfast clubs, after 

school clubs or holiday clubs linked to the child’s school or based in the local 

community. 

Other Licensing regimes 

Copyright 

16.70 The deregulation of licensing for the provision of entertainment under the 2003 Act does 

not remove the requirement for licences for the use of copyright works. Entertainment 

activities as described in paragraph 16.2 may require music and screening licences for 

example. The acquisition of such licences will make the entertainment compliant with 

the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.84 

Leafleting 

16.71 The deregulation of entertainment licensing does not remove the prohibition on the 

unauthorised distribution of free printed matter in an area that has been designated 

under Schedule 3A of the Environmental Protection Act 199085. The organisers of the 

event or entertainment may need to obtain consent from the relevant principal litter 

authority before giving out free printed promotional material (leaflets, flyers, cards etc.) 

in a public place in certain areas. 

                                                
81

 See paragraph 16.34 
82

 See paragraphs 16.57-16.68 
83

 Childcare for school aged children around traditional school hours 
84

 Further information concerning how to acquire such licences can be found on http://www.copyrighthub.co.uk 
85

 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/schedule/3A 

http://www.copyrighthub.co.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/schedule/3A
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Child performers 

16.72 Child performance legislation86 requires that a licence must be obtained from a child’s 

home local authority before a child can take part in certain types of performance and 

activities. A licence may be required whether or not any payment is made for the child to 

perform. The deregulation of entertainment licensing does not alter the regulations on 

when children can take part in performances87. 

 

                                                
86

 Children and Young Persons Act 1993 and 1963; The Children (Performance) Regulations 1968 as amended. 
87

 The Children (Performances) Regulations 1968 


